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............ Exoc,,utiveSummary ......

Executive Summary
Plutonium in the Savannah River Site Environment is published as a part of the
Radiological Assessment Program (RAP). It is lhefiflh ina series of eight documents on
individual radioisotopes released to the environment as a result of Savannah River Site
(SRS) operations. The earlier documents describe the environmental consequences of
tritium, iodine, uranium, and cesium. Documents on strontium, carbon, and technetium
will be published in thefuture. These are livingdocuments, and current plans call for the
revision and update of each one on a two-year schedule.

Plutonium exists in the environment as a result of above.ground nuclear weapons tests,
the Chernobyl accident, the destruction of satellite SNAP 9-A, plane crashes involving
nuclear weapons, and small releasesfrom reactors and reprocessing plants.

Plutonium has been produced at SRS during the operation of five production reactors
and released in small quantities during the processing of fuel and targets in chemical
separations facilities. @proximately 0.6 Ci of plutonium was released into streams and
about 12 Ci was released to seepage basins, where it was tightly bound by clay in the
soil. A smaller quantity, about 3.8 Ci, was released to the atmosphere. Virtually all
releases have occurred in F- and H.Area separationfacilities.

Plutonium concentration and transport mechanisms for the atmosphere, surface water,
and ground water releases have been extensively studied by Savannah River Technology
Center (SRTC) and ecological mechanisms have been studied by Savannah River Ecology
Laboratory (SREL).

The overall radiological impact of SRS releases to the offsite maximum individual can be
characterized by a total dose of 15 mrem (atmospheric) and 0.18 mrem (liquid),
compared with the dose of 12,960 torerofrom non-SRS sources during the same period of
time (1954-1989). Plutonium releases from SRS facilities have resulted in a negligible
impact to the environment and the population it supports.

,,Jxo4Jo._vo Executive Summary- i
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Plutonium in the Global Environment

Radioactive isotopes of plutonium exist in nature at operations. Ideally, all of the plutonium produced in
minute levels. The natural mechanism for plutonium nuclear power reactors is contained in the fuel until
production is the capture of naturally occurring reprocessing occurs. However, under accident
neutrons by uranium. Plutonium produced by this conditions plutonium can be released to the global
mechanism is primarily localized in ore deposits environment, as demonstrated by the Chernobyl
containing uranium, nuclear reactor accident in 1986.

Man-made sources that contribute plutonium to the The accident at Chernobyl in the USSR, released 800
global environment are above-ground nuclear Ci of 23gPu and 1,700 Ci of 239'24°pu to the
weapons tests, nuclear reactor operations, and environm_t (Legasov et all.,1987). The conditions at
accidents. Nuclear weapons testing has been the most Chernobyl were severe enough to inject some of the
significant man-made source of plutonium in the plutonium into high altitudes. This allowed plutonium
global environment. Above-ground testing has to be distributed globally. However, most of the
introduced about 320,000 Ci of 239'240pu tO the plutonium was deposited as regional fallout in
atmosphere, much of which has deposited on the Europe.
earth as fallout, both on a regional and a global scale
(Eisenbud, 1987a). 239pu and 2 4 0pu are For decades 238pu has been used as an electricity
indistinguishable by alpha spectroscopy, and are generating heat source in satellites. A satellite
usually reported as 239pu. 238pU was also released launched in 1964 failed to reach orbit velocity and
from nuclear weapons, but in much smaller released 17,000 Ci of 238pu when it burned up during
quantities; about 9,000 Ci. Since the mid-1960s when reentry (Eisenbud, 1987b).
the USA and USSR ceased above-ground testing,

plutonium concentrations as a result of the fallout Several plane crashes involving nuclear weapons
mechanism in the atmosphere have decreased have been reported. One occurred in 1964 at Thule,
dramatically. Greenland, and released 29 Ci of 239pu. on sea ice

which melted when the weathe_ warmed transferring
Another man-made source that contributes plutonium the 239pu to lhe sea (Aarkrog, 1984).
to the global environment is nuclear reactor

Plutonium in Regional Environments

Man-made sources that contribute plutonium to Nuclear fuel reprocessing operations have been the
regional environments are nuclear weapons tests, most significant localized source of plutonium.
nuclear reactor operations, and nuclear fuel Reprocessing facilities are located in several
reprocessingoperations, countries worldwide. Reprocessing consists of

chemical separation of materials that have been

Above-ground nuclear weapons tests produce irradiated in experimental, research, power, and
regional and global fallout. Plutonium may also enter production reactors. As a result of the chemical
the atmosphere and regional environments if an separations process, the plutonium content of
underground test were to vent. irradiated materials can be released to the

environment via aqueous waste streams or stacked

The non-routine operation of experimental, research, gases.
power, and production nuclear reactors has released
small quantities of plutonium to regional
environments.

93x_zo.wo 1.3
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Plutonium in the SRS Environment

Numerous radioactive isotopes of plutonium are The radiological properties of 12radioactive isotopes
madein thefuel and targetsof theproductionreactors of plutoniumwhich are in use orproducedat the SRS
at the SRS. Some of the isotopes are short-livedand are tabulatedin Appendix 1, Table A1-1. Only two
decay to insignificantactivity levels during the time isotopes, 23Spuand 2_Pu. aresignificantfor purposes
interval between end of irradiation and of radiationexposurein the environmentat the SRS.
commencement of reprocessing by chemical Over the 34-yearoperatinghistory of theSRS, about
separations at SRS, while others are produced in 4.8 Ci of 23Spu,11 Ci of 239pu.and 0.6 Ci identified
extremelysmallquanfities, as "gross alpha" have been released to the

environment(Hetrickand Martin,1990).

References

Aarkrog, A., et al., 1984, "Further Studies of Hetrick, C. S. and D. K. Martin,1990, "Radioactive
Plutonium and Americium at Thule, Greenland". Releases at the Savannah River Site 1954-1988",
Health Physics46, 29-44. WSRC-RP-89-737, Westinghouse Savannah River

Company,Aiken, SC.
Eisenbud,M. 1987a, "EnvironmentalRadioactivity",
Academic Press,p. 335. Legasov, V.A., et al., 1987, "Information on the

Accidentat the ChernobylNuclearPowerStation and
Eisenbud,M., 1987b, "EnvironmentalRadioactivity", its Consequences, Prepared for IAEA", Soviet
Academic Press, p. 365. AtomicEnergy(English Translation),61: 845-868.
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Chapter 2. Origin of Plutonium at the Savannah River
Site

This chapter gives a general overview of the origin, uses, and disposition of plutonium at
SRS under normal operating conditions. The locations of the SRS facilities which had the
potential to release plutonium are shown in Figure 2.1. The greatest releases of 239Pu
occurred during the early years of site operation and originated in the chemical
separation facilities, located near the center of the 800-square-kilometer site. The history
of actual releases from specific SRS facilities is presented in Chapter 3.

93xo4soo_o 2-1
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........ Chapter 2. Origin of Plutonium at the Savannah River Site ..........

Origin of Plutonium at the Savannah River Site

Plutonium at the Savannah River Site (SRS) form237U, which decays to 237Np. As 235U iSrecycled
predominantlyoriginatedin the fuel and targetsthat through the irradiation and recovery process, the
were irradiatedin the nuclear materials production isotopic fraction of 236U increases, resulting in
reactors. Other site operations and offsite sources increasing amounts of 237Np formation. Neptunium
contributedto the inventoryof plutoniumat the SRS. has been recovered in special operations in H Area

and fabricated into targets to produce 238PU. 'me
_c_nd reaction producing 237Np occurs in the 238U

Irradiation in Production Reactors targets. In some cases, fission neutrons interacted
with [he 238[.] bcforc [he neutrons were slowed down

Most of the plutoniumat SRS was formedduringthe by the heavy water moderator. The two principal
irradiation of nuclear fuel and targets during interactions between 238U and fast neutrons are
operationof the five productionreactors.The role of fission, as mentioned above, and an (n,2n) reaction
the production reactors was to produce special which results in the formation of 237U. The 237[.]

nuclear materials-principallytritium and plutonium- subsequently decays to 237Np.
for national defense purposes. Additional
radionuclides,such as 23gpu, which is a power source Other isotopes of plutonium, especially 2*)Pu and
for certain deep-space missions, were occasionally 24tpu,are produced in SRS reactors, principally as
producedforother governmentpurposes, unwantedbyproductsresulting fromneutron capture

by 239pu. The "4°Pu content is intentionally
Although the reactorsbecame operationalin 1953- minimized because of its adverseeffect on weapons
1955, they have not operated continuously. They yield. The 24tPucontent is kept intentionally low to
have alternated between operating periods for minimize buildupof its daughter,241Am.The decay
productionand shutdownperiods formaintenanceor daughters of 241Amemit gamma radiation, which
the replacement of fuel and targets. As of 1988, one increases personnel exposure during handling and
reactor was inactive and one was on standby. The storageof nuclearweapons.
three remaining reactorswere shut down after 1988
for maintenanceand safety upgrades.The history of
individual reactor operations is presented in Other Sources Due to SRS Operations
Chapter3.

SmallquantitiesofplutoniumwereproducedatSRS
Theprincipalmechanismfor2Sgpuproductioninthe bytestreactorsandneutronactivationanalysis.The
reactors is neutron captureby 238U.Whena reactor is activity levels of plutonium from these sources were
operating,neutron-inducedfission reactions occur in insignificant when compared to activity levels in
the 235U fuel of tLereactorcore. In additionto fission irradiatednuclear fuel and targets. However, these
products,each neutron-inducedfission reactionin the sources are discussed in the following subsections to
fuel producesseveralneutrons, some of which induce provide a complete overview of potential plutonium
additional fission reactions and maintain the chain releases.
reaction. Some of the remaining neutrons interact
with target materials in the reactor. The principal SRS Test Reactors
isotope resulting from neutron capture by 238U is
239U. The 239U rapidly decays (with a 23.5 minute Severalsmall nuclearreactorswere in use at two SRS
half life) to 23_Np, which in turn decays with a 2.36 locations from the 1950s through the 1970s. The
day half life to239pu.Certaintargetmaterials,such as Heavy Water Components Test Reactor (ItWCTR),
238U, also undergo neutron-induced fission as a located in B Area, was used in the early 1960s to test
competing reaction. In the case of 23gU targets, prototype fuels for a proposed heavy water power
fission also occurs in the minorconstituents,such as reactor. The other test reactors were located in M
235U and 239pu. Two other significant competing Area. The Process Development Pile and the Lattice
reactions occur in the fuel and targetelements. They Test Reactor were used as zero-power mock-up
are significant because they lead to the formationof facilities to test components for the production
2_Np, which is the targetmaterial for theproduction reactors. The Subcritical ExperimentalPile also was
of 238pU. U,_d to test component designs. The Standard Pile

provided neutrons for experiments such as neutron
In the fuel, some of the 235U captures a neutronto radiography and neutronactivation.These facilities
form 236U. The 236U in turn captures a neutron to wereused from the mid-1950s to the late 1970s.
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Neutron Activation Analysis Plutonium fluoride neutron sources also are used forradiation survey instrumentcalibration. Some 238pu-
Neutronactivation analysis is an analytical technique beryllium sources were used as reactor startup
for measurement of elemental compositions in sources for the zero-power reactors in M Area or as
materials.The 2s:Cf ne,,tron activation facilities and instrument response sources in the same facilities.
the C and K productioa reactors were used for the The plutonium was of SRS origin, but the sources
analysis of low levels of 1291and uranium. For were fabricated at Mound Laboratories. Sealed
example, from the late 1970s to mid-1980s, plutonium oxide sources of up to several hundred
environmentalsamples were activatedin C Reactor to grams also have been obtained from offsite locations
determineuraniumcontent. Tracesof plutonium were for calorimeter calibration. Lesser quantities of
producedin the irradiateduraniumsamples, plutonium have been purchased from offsite vendors

to use as standards for calibration of otheranalytical
instruments or to determine chemical yield in

Materials Originating Offsite analyticalchemicalprocedures.

Certain fuel irradiated at offsite non.commercial Plutonium-contaminated soil and and other debris
facilities was shipped to the SRS for reprocessing, from SpainandGreenlandalso are buriedat theSRS.
While awaiting reprocessing, the fuel was stored in These materials were recovered from the crash sites
the Receiving Basin for Offsite Fuel (RBOF) located of aircraftcarryingnuclearweapons.
in H Area. This fuel contained varying amounts of
plutonium and ratios of plutonium isotopes, The SRS and its vicinity have been subjected to
dependingon the irradiationhistory. Plutoniumscrap global fallout of plutoniumsince the 1940s. During
also has been sent to SRS from within the DOE the era of extensive atmospheric nuclear weapons
complex forpurificationandrecovery, testing in the 1950sand early 1960s, falloutwas often

found to be the predominantsource of plutonium in
Some plutoniumwas purchased fromoffsite vendors the vicinity of the SRS. Environmentalplutonium is
in neutron sources. 239pu-b_'ylliumneutronsources discussedelsewhere.
are used to calibrate radiation survey instruments.

ii i

Disposition of Plutonium at the SRS

Because of the potential use of plutoniumfor nuclear
weapons, strict accountability is maintained on the Plutonium in Fuel and Targets Irradiated
material.The sources of plutoniumarecategorized as in Production Reactors
follows:

Under ideal operating conditions, plutonium is
Majorsources contained within the cladding of fuel and target

elements during both irradiationand cooling. Cooling
• fuel and targetsirradiatedin production is the intervalbetween the end of irradiationand the

reactors beginning of chemical separations. Irradiated
• certainfuels irradiatedoffsite materials are stored underwaterin reactor basins for
• scrapand recoverymaterials fromother most of this time. Beginning in the 1970s, the cooling

DOE sites time was at least 200 days for most irradiated
materials.

Minor sources Under normal operating conditions, it was possible

• fuel and targetsirradiatedin SRS test for traces of plutoniumto escape from irradiatedfuel
reactors and targetelements to the reactormoderatoror to the

• commerciallypurchasedplutonium water in the cooling basins through small defects in
• soil and other debris from aircraftcrash the cladding. Air and water at reactors were

sites monitored for such possible releases of plutonium.
• neutronactivation analysis samples Actual releases are described in greater detail in
• global fallout Chapter3.

2-4 ¢ JXO410.MWO
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Occasionally, the small defects developed into holes the EffluentTreatmentFacility where it was treated
or splits in the cladding. This was called a failure of to remove radionuclidesand chemicals before being
the element.When a failureoccurred,the reactorwas dischargedto UpperThreeRunsCreek.
shutdown and the failed element was transferredinto
a container czlled a "harp".The harp was stored All ventilation air in the plutonium processing
underwaterin the reactor basin and vented to the facilities _ Line andHB Line) now passes through
reactor stack. Failures occurred more frequently in a graded sand filterbefore being discharged through
the earlyyearsof operationthanin lateryears, the 61-meter stacks. Ventilation gases from the

cabinets are filtered through HEPA filters before
A failed element had the potentialto contaminatethe being muted to the sand filters. In the early days of
moderatorwith plutonium-SRS reactors used heavy operation,exhaustair from the B Line facilities was
water as a moderator. These small quantities filtered through HEPA filters only and exhausted
generallywere notmeasurableby routinemethods, through short stacks on the roof of the canyon

buildings. The HEPA filters provided excellent
Water in the reactor cooling basins also had the filtration,but after a fire at the Rocky Flats facility
potential to become contaminated with plutonium, demonstrated the vulnerability of HEPA filter
Beginning in the 1960s, basin water routinely was installations to smoke pluggage, the ventilation
decontaminated by passing the water through ion systems for the plutoniumhandling facilities at SRS
exchange resinsto remove most of the radionuclides, were modified to provide additionalf'fltration.
Spent resins were reworked in the Resin
Regeneration Facility in H Area or buried in the During the reprocessingof 23"1Nptargets in H Areaby
Burial Grounds [in 1990 the Burial Ground was the Frames process, offgases from dissolution of
renamed as Solid Waste DisposalFacility (SWDF)]. cooled 237Nptargets were passed through the sand

filter instead of a silver-nitrate reactor before

After the cooling period, fuel andtargetswere treated exhausting throughthe 61-meter stack. This process
in the chemical separationareas. Duringthe chemical modificationwas institutedbecause the irradiationof
separationprocess, targetswere treated by thePurex 23'7Nptargets produced much less iodine than the
process in F Area to recover 239pu, 237Np,and 238U irradiationof 235U fuel.
from irradiated238U. The PBfCXprocess extracted
plutonium and uraniuminto an organic solvent for The Framesprocess used ion exchange rather than
separationand purificationfrom waste products.Fuel solvent extraction to separate and purify 2MPu and
was treated by the HM process in H Area to recover 237Npfrom waste products.The treatmentforair and
23sUand 237Npfrom irradiated235U;until 1959, the aqueouswastes from ion exchange steps is similar to
Purex process was used in H Area. The principal theHM process.
difference is that the HM process uses mercuric
nitrate as a catalyst to enhance dissolution of the High-level liquid wastes generated in the SRTC
irradiatedfuel. Also in H Area238puoccasionallywas operations were stored in temporary waste tanks
recoveredfrom 237Np targets by the Framesprocess, where short-lived radionuclides decayed to

insignificant levels. Periodically, the contents of
The clarificationof dissolver solution and the solvent waste tanks were shipped to F Area and processed
extraction of uranium, plutonium, and neptun_.um throughthe waste system. Solid wastes generatedin
occurred in process tanks. The vapor space was the SRTC handlingoperationswere allowed to decay
exhaustedto the process vessel vent system and then to low levels and thenburiedin the SWDF.
to the atmosphere through a high efficiency sand
toter and 61-meterstacks. Most of the atmosphericand aqueouseffluents in the

chemical separations areas and SRTC have been
Aqueous wastes from the chemical separation monitored for possible plutoniumreleases. Those not
processes were evaporated and then sent to specifically monitoredfor plutoniumwere monitored
underground storage tanks for radioactive waste, forgross alpha.Monitoringtechniquesand measured
Separationof plutoniumand uraniumfromthe fission releases from the chemical separation areas are
products is not quantitative, so traces of these describedin Chapter3.
materials are contained in the waste in storage. The
condensate from evaporation of stored liquid waste The distributionsto the atmosphere,seepage basins,
was sent to the separationsareaseepage basins until and SWDF had a direct impact on the environment.
November 1988 when use of the seepage basins was Plutonium released through stacks was transported
terminated. Miscellaneous aqueous wastes were throughthe atmosphereand deposited bothonsite and
treated periodically by the evaporation process, offsite.
Beginning in November1988, condensatewas sent to
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Plutonium Purchased Offsite Neutron Activation Analysis Samples

As indicated earlier, some plutonium has been Environmental samples were analyzed by high-
purchasedfrom offsite vendors for use as analytical sensitivity neutron activation for the detection of i
standardsor neutron sources. Analytical standards trace levels of uranium and 1291.Typically, the
have been purchased m two forms: certified liquid uraniumanalysis was nondestructive;therefore, any
standardsused to calibratecountinginstrumentsorto plutoniumproducedfromfission of uranium was not
determine chemical yields in analytical procedures released. The plutonium content was minute and the
and sealed sources used to calibrate calorimeter samples were disposed in the SWDF as solid
baths, radioactivewaste.

Liquid standardsare disposed of as low.level waste
after being used. Sealed neutron sources and Global Fallout Plutonium
calorimeter standardsare both accountable sources
andradiationhazardsandarekept in secure, shielded Most global fallout occurs because of atmospheric
vaults when not in use. nuclearweapons tests. It has been estimated that320

kCi of 239"240pu and 9 kCi of 23SPuhave been injected
into the atmosphere from these tests through 1974.

Plutonium in Certain Fuels Irradiated An additional 17 kCi of 238pU was inje£ted into the
Offsite atmosphere as the result of the abortive re-entry of

the SNAP 9A satellite (Eisenbud, 1987). The
Irradiatedfuels received fromcertainoffsite facilities Chernobylaccident also contributedabout 2.5 kCi of
were stored underwaterin RBOF until the fuel was 23spu, 239pu, and 24°Puto the atmospheric inventory
ready forchemical separations.The fuel then entered (Eisenbud,1987).Most of the plutoniuminjectedinto
the regular process streamin H Area. The disposition the atmospherehas returned to the earth'ssurface as
of plutonium became the same as described for fuel fallout. While distribution of the fallout over the
irradiatedin SRS productionreactors. Plutoniumin terrestrial environment is not uniform, it has been
Fuel and Targets Irradiatedin Test Reactors Fuels estimated that Plutonium deposition in the north
and targets from the various test reactorswere sent temperate latitudes has been about 1.4 mCi/km2
primarily to the RBOF for cooling before chemical (Eisenbud, 1987). At that rate of deposition, the
separation.Some were sent to the SRTC for research Savannah River Site has received about 1.2 Ci of
or to reactor materials fabrication facilities. Reactor fallout 239'240pu over its approximately325 mi2area,
materials fabricationfacilities only received fuel or andtheSavannahRiverdrainagesystem (10,579 mi2)
targets that were not irradiated; this material was (Langley and Matter, 1973) has received
blended into the standard fabrication process for approximately 38 Ci of fallout plutonium. This
targetsand fuel to be used in the productionreactors, compares with a total of 3.8 curies of plutonium
Because only undetectable quantities of naturally isotopes released to the atmosphere from SRS
produced plutonium occurred in the fabricated operations(see Chapter3).
m_iterials, such as 23gU, no monitoring for plutonium
was conductedat fabricationfacilities.

i ii i i -- i i iiiii i ii illll iii
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Chapter 3. Releases and Stored InvenWries of Plutonium at
the SRS

This chapter presents a discussion on plutonium at SRS facilities in terms of possible
release pathways, enussion control features, and annual releases to the aqueous and
atmospheric environments. Spec_c radiochemical analyses for plutonium were made
only in those locations where Pu releases were likely to occur. Gross alpha analyses (or
unidentified alpha) were performed in most other locations. To be conservative, it is
assumed that all the gross alpha releases were 2JPPu(except for releases from the fuel
fabrication facilities where no plutonium is handled). Of the two isotopes of plutonium
produced in the largest quantity, _PPu results in a slightly higher dose to man than 2JsPu.
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Figure 3.1. Stream and River Water Sampling Locations
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Releases and Stored Inventories of Plutonium at the SRS
Routine operations at SRS facilities have released probability for interaction with fuel and target
plutonium to the regional environment surrounding materials than fast neutrons. The moderator also
the SRS. The most significant releases occurred functions as the primary coolant to remove heat from
during the early years of site operations when fuel and targetelements. Heat is then transferredfrom
plutonium was released to the atmosphere, seepage the moderator by heat exchangers to the secondary
basins, and site streams. The greatest releases of coolant. SRS reactors used either river or pond water
plutonium originated in the F- and H-Area chemical as the secondary coolanL
separation facilities. The locations of these facilities
and the stream sampling locations are shown in In reactors that used water from the Savannah River
Figure 3.1, which also shows the location of other as the secondary coolanL the fiver water was passed
facilities having the potential to release plutonium, through the shell side of the heat exchanger and
The only significant release of plutonium from the discharged to a site stream that flows to the Savannah
reactor areas occurred in 1957 as a result of the River. Reactors that used pond water as the secondary
failure of an experimental fuel element in 100-R. The coolant discharged the water from the heat exchanger
R-Area release was to seepage basins, not plant to a canal that flowed to a series of cooling ponds.
streams. All of the other peaks shown in the figures Cooled pond water was recirculated through the heat
are relatively small and of little significance, exchanger.

Reactor Facilities Under normal operating conditions, fuel and target
elements were irradiated for a specified time,

The five production reactors at the SRS are identified removed from the reactor core, and stored underwater
by the letter designations C, K, L, P, and R. The in the Vertical Tube Storage (VTS) basin of the
reactors were designed to irradiate various targets to reactor building. Storage in VTS for the cooling
produce special nuclear materials (principally tritium period, which, as of 1988, was at least 200 days,

allowed short-lived radionuclides to decay to low
and plutonium) for national defense purposes, levels before reprocessing of the fuel and targetsSpecific radionuclides for other government purposes
were also produced, such as 23gpu, which is a power began. After cooling, the elements were moved to the

disassembly basin and prepared for transfer to the
source for certain deep-spacemissions, chemicalseparations areas.

Facility Operations The abnormal condition of a fuel or target failure is
detected by sensors in the reactor core. When a

Although the reactors became operational in 1953- failure occurred, the reactor was shut down and the
1955, they have not operated continuously. They failed element was transferred into a container called
have been shut down periodically for maintenance, a "harp". The harp was stored underwater in the
safety upgrades, or replacement of fuel and targets. In reactor basin and vented to the reactor stack.
1988, three reactors were shut down for extensive
maintenance and safety upgrades; prior to 1988 one
reactor was placed on inactive status and another on Pathways for Release

standby. During normal reactor operations, traces of plutonium

When a nuclear reactor is operating, nuclear fission can escape from irradiated fuel or target elements if a
reactions occur in the reactor core. The principal defect develops in the cladding. The defect typically
components of the core are the fuel, targets, control was a micro-scale crack. If a defect develops while
rods, and moderator. Control rods are neutron- the element is in the reactor core, plutonium escapes

from the irradiated material to the moderator byabsorbing materials that are positioned in the core to
leaching of plutonium from the exposed irradiated

control the power level of a reactor, material.

The moderator in SRS reactors is heavy water, which
is circulated around the fuel and target elements in Circulating moderator and basin water were the
the reactor core. The moderator decreases the kinetic primary pathways by which aqueous plutonium was

energy (slows the speed) of neutrons emitted in the released to the environment. Moderator could have
mixed with the secondary coolant if a leak existed infission process. Slow neutrons have a greater

9jxo41o._,wo 3-3
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the reactor heat exchanger. Any plutonium released the process area air from the reactor buildings is
by this pathway was not quantified: however, the filtered through HEPA filters before discharge to
secondary coolant was monitored for beta-gamma atmosphere, further minimizing the likelihood of Pu
activity which would have been many orders of releases.
magnitude higher than the plutonium activity.
Leakage to the secondary coolant was a minor
pathway compared to the basin water pathway. Emission Control

Initially, reactor basin waters were purged directly to Various measures were implemented to minimize
site streams to remove the heat generated by the releases of radioactivity. One of these was the
stored irradiated fuel and targets. After installation of extensive improvement in the quality of materials
basin heat exchangers, deionizers, and filters in the fabricated for irradiation. Such improvement
1960s, the volume of purged water decreased minimized the formation of defects in the cladding of
significantly as did the releases of radioactivity, fuel and targets.

Periodic purges were performed to eliminate tritium, In the reactor areas,procedural changes had been
the accumulation of which resulted in exposure to implemented to reduce releases. Provisions were
operating personnel. Purges have been discharged to made in 1963 for the recirculation of basin water
earthen seepage basins as well as streams. When through heat exchangers to be cooled and deionized
discharged to streams, the purge water became for the removal of radionuclides (except tritium),
diluted with much larger volumes of secondary which reduced discharge volumes considerably. Prior
cooling water. Reactor basin discharges to site to 1963, basin water was purged continuously to site
streams ceased in 1978. streams. Although the deionizers were effective in

removing particulates, permanent sandfilters were

After 1978, reactor basin discharges were directed to installed in the late 1960s to maintain water clarity.
the reactor seepage basins. SRS soils have a high The residues collected on the sand filters were
affinity for plutonium, thus most Pu discharged to transported to F Area to be processed and stored in
basins remains fixed in the first few inches of soil in waste tanks. Spent deionizer resin was transported to
the basins. H Area for regeneration.

A source of wastewater that had low potential for Having accounted for the removal of heat, most
containing plutonium was the reactor process sewer radionuclides, and particulates, only the acLmnulation
system. This system principally received cooling of tritium prevented the indefinite recirculation of
water from the shell side of heat exchangers for basin water. To reduce tritium exposure to workers in
reactor basins and other miscellaneous process basin areas, basin water periodically was purged to
waters. Process sewer water was sampled daily and site streams or to reactor seepage basins. No purges
analyzed for radionuclides, to site streams have occun'ed since 1978.

Other wastewater was collected in process sumps at Under normal operation conditions, moderator and
the reactor facilities. Occasionally, this wastewater some residual radionuclides adhered to fuel and target
contained moderator from leaks that developed surfaces when they were removed from the reactor
during reactor operations or spills that occurred when core. To reduce the adhered radioactivity, flushing of
line breaks were made during maintenance periods, these elements during the discharge process was
The wastewater was collected and analyzed for both implemented in the late 1960s. This removed most of
radionuclides and moderator content. Possible the adhered moderator and some residual

dispositionmethods,depending on analysis results, radionuclides (such as plutonium). After flushing, the
were processing through the Heavy Water Rework elements were stored in the VTS. The flush water
Facility or the waste evaporators in the separation was collected in drums for treatment in the D-Area
areas, or discharging to seepage basins or streams. Heavy Water Rework facility.

The only known mechanism for atmospheric releases Atmospheric releases were minimized by the use of a
of plutonium from the reactor areas is from confinement system which was intended not only for
resuspension of particulates from dried liquids. All maline operations but also for a reactor incidenL The
the fuel handling activities for irradiated materials system consisted of a demister filter bank, a
that could contain Pu are accomplished under water, particulate HEPA filter bank, and the carbon filter
thus minimizing the likelihood of generation of bank.
plutonium- contaminated particulates or aerosols. All
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Release Monitoring History of Releases

The initial procedure to determine atmospheric C Reactor
releases of radioactivity was to measure the air filters
for gross beta-gamma activity. C Reactor was operational from 1955 until it was shut

down for extensive maintenance in 1985; it was

The filters were submitted for laboratory analysis of placed in standby mode in 1987. Reactor basin purges
alpha emitters only if activity was detected above were discharged into Fourmile Branch and three
background. After the early 1970s, the procedure was seepage basins, designated 904-66G, -67G, and -68G.
changed to submit all samples to the laboratory to The seepage basins were used from 1959 to 1970 and
quantify the gross alpha releases as well as ,he beta- again from 1978 through 1984.The total measured
gamma activity. Because of the low release rates and aqueous releases of alpha activity from C Reactor
small potential for Pu release, specific radiochemical during its operational lifetime were 9.7 millicuries to
analyses for plutonium were not made. Fourmile Branch and 3.8 millicuries to the seepage

basins. The total measured atmospheric releases of

In a like manner, aqueous alpha releases to streams alpha emitting isotopes from C Area were 38
and seepage basins were not quantified until the microcuries (3.8 x 10"s Ci). Measured annual alpha
1970s. The exception to this practice was the releases by year from C Area are shown in Figures
monitoring of plutonium releases to the R-Area 3.2 (releases to atmosphere), Figure 3.3 (releases to
seepage basin system following the failure of an stream), Figure 3.4 (releases to seepage basins), and
experimental fuel element in the isolation basin in in Table 3-1.
1957. Because plutonium was known to be released
to the basin in this incident, specific radiochemical
analyses were performed.
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Table 3-1. Gross AlphaReleases fromC & K Areaby Year(Curies)

100-C** 100-C** 100-C** 100-K** 100-K** 100-K**
Atmos _ S_am _ B_ins Stream

Year Fig3.2 Fig3.4 Fig3.3 Fig3.5 Fig3.7 Fig3.6

1954 ......
1955 ......
1956 ......
1957 ......
1958 ......
1959 ......
1960 ......
1961 ......
1962 ......
1963 ......
1964 ......
1965 ......
1966 ......
1967 ......
1968 ......
1969 ......
1970 ......
1971 ......
1972 -- -- 4.000xlO"5 -- 4.700x10 4 4.160x10 "3
1973 2.340x10"6 -- 3.000xlO"3 4.990x10 _ -- 4.000xlO"3
1974 2.830x10"_ -- -- 2.220x10 "6 1.000xlO"3 --
1975 6.060x10 "6 __ 5.000x10-3 3.900x10_ 2.000x10-3 R
1976 3.810x10"6 -- l.O00xlO"3 3.290x10_ 5.000xlO"3
1977 2.580x10"6 _ 1.150xlO"4 1.910xlO"6 6.820x10 4 5.600x10"s
1978 7.300x10"7 2.820x10"s 2.449x10"5 1.770x10"6 3.502x10 4 m
1979 7.(X)OxlO"7 8.900x10"s 2.000xlO"6 6.4(X)xlO"7 2.820x10 4 1.180xlO"4
1980 9.300x10"7 2.840x10 4 -- 2.630x10"6 3.700x10 4 2.400x10 "s
1981 3.998x10"6 9.900x10 4 2.680x104 3.620x10"6 1.515x10"3
1982 7.000xlO"7 5.360x10 4 1.940x104 1.370x10_ 7.466x10 4 2.200x10 "4
1983 7.200x10"7 1.213x10"3 -- 3.540x10"6 8.362x10 4 1.320x10"4
1984 2.421x10"6 4.780x10 4 -- 2.740x10"_ 8.370x10 4 1.700xlO"5
1985 1.160xlO"6 1.720x104 -- 1.642x10"6 6.886x10 "3
1986 1.700xlO"6 1.754x10"5 -- 3.830x10"6 1.085x10"3 1.340x10"4
1987 6.400x10"7 -- 1.200xlO"5 4.405x10 "6 2.641x104 1.310xlO"4
1988 2.684x10"6 -- 1.200xlO"s 1.580x10"6 6.415x10 "s n
1989 4.541x10"6 -- 4.300x10"s 3.697x10 "4s 6.277x10 _ 7.990x10 "4
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K Reactor The total measured aqueous releases of alpha activity !
from K Reactor through 1989 were 9.8 millicuries to

K Reactor was operational from 19M until the 1988 Pen Branch and 22 millicuries to the seepage and
shutdown. Reactor basin purges were discharged to containment basins. Measured atmospheric releases
Pen Branch and to two basins designated 904-65G of alpha emitting activity were 48 microcuries (4.8 x
and 904-88G. Because basin 904-65G had poor 10"s Ci). Measured annual alpha releases by year
seepage characteristics, it received disassembly basin from K Area are shown in Figure 3.5 (releases to
purges only in 1959 and 1965. Basin 904-88G was atmosphere), Figure 3.6 (releases to stream), Figure
used to receive disassembly basin purges and 3.7 (releases to seepage basins), and in Table 3-1.
occasional miscellaneous wastewater discharges from
1965 through1989.
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L Reactor in 1958, 1959, 1961 to 1965, 1967 to 1969, and 1985
through 1989. The L Area Oil and Chemical Basin

L Reactorwas cperational from 1954 to 1968, when (904-83G) was used from 1961 to 1979 to receive
it was placedin standby.Itwas refurbishedbeginning wastewater containing various oils and chemicals
in the early 1980s, restartedin 1985, and operated from all of the reactor areas. It is adjacent to the
until the 1988 shutdown. To provide thermal 904-64G seepagebasin.
mitigation of secondary cooling water form the
restarted reactor's heat exchanger, L Lake was The totalmeasuredaqueousreleases of alphaactivity
constructed in the early 1980s by damming Steel from L Reactorthrough1989 were 2.0 millicuries to
Creek. Therefore, during L Reactor's second Steel Creek and L Lake and 2.3 millicuries to the
operationalperiod, secondarycooling waterfromthe seepage basins. Measured atmospheric releases of
reactor heat exchanger was discharged to L Lake alpha emitting activity were 10 microcuries (1.0 x
which drainsinto Steel Creek. 10"s Ci). Measured annual alpha releases by year

from L Area are shown in Figure 3.8 (releases to
Reactorbasin purges were dischargedto Steel Creek, atmosphere), Figure 3.9 (releases to stream),
L Lake, and a seepage basin designated 904-64G. Figure 3.10 (releases to seepage basins), and in
The 904-6443seepage basin was used intermittently Table 3-2.

5e-6. 10 "21
It

I..%3. _.
m ,m

o m

4e-6. ° 10 -3
. 1

m •

30-6 _ 1.0e-3. -

| - _ 10 -4" I - o i
2e.6. 0 " "

. / h,.. . to-s1

-. -.-. No_---_ .4----No_ _

Oe_O __,_._,_, .... ,._ , , , , O,Oe*O , -, , I0.6
1954 1959 19641969 19"/4 19791984 1919 1954 19591964 1969 1974 19791914 1919 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 19"/91914 1989

Figure 3.8 Alpha Releases to Figure 3.9 Alpha Releases To Figure 3.10 Alpha ReleasesTo
Atmosphere, L Area Streams,L Area Seepage Basins.L Area
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P Reactor When L Lake was constructedin the mid-1980s, all
aqueouseffluents were divertedto ParPond.

P Reactorwas operationalfrom 1954 until the 1988
shutdown. Reactor basin purges were discharged to The total measuredaqueousreleases of alphaactivity
Steel Creekand ParPond during1954 to 1956, 1969, from P Reactor through 1989 was 17 millicuries to
and 1971 to 1977, and to threeseepage basins during the Steel Creek/Pur Pond system and 9.9 millicuries
1957 to 1968, 1970, and 1978 through 1989. The to the seepagebasins. Measuredatmosphericreleases
seepage basinshave designations904-61G, -62G, and of alpha-emitting activity were 30.8 microcuries
-63G. (3.08 x 10.5 Ci). Measuredannual alpha releases by

yearfrom P Area are shown in Figure 3.11 (releases
Reactor cooling water and miscellaneous effluents to atmosphere), Figure 3.12 (releases to stream),
were discharged to Steel Creek until 1963; most of Figure 3.13 (releases to seepage basins), and in
the cooling water later was diverted to Par Pond. Table3-2.

_.. 4e,3.

** m
11,.3.

t
I 6,-3. •

!

1-le.6- _,.-3.

_ • _ -v---_ .... w.... ,---i Os.*O. Oe.tOiI.,._,,i.... w..,w,_w.... w.... I .... ,.._
19_ 1959 1964 19691914 1979 19141919 IgS4 1959 10641969 1974 Iq?9 Igl,t 1_9 |9_4 19_9 19641969 1974 1979 1914 1919

Figure 3.11 AlphaReleases To Figure 3.12 Alpha ReleasesTo Figure 3.13 Alpha ReleasesTo
Atmosphere,P Area Streams,P Area Seepage Basins, P Area
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Table 3-2. Gins# AlphaReleases fromL & P Areasby Year(Curies)
IIlllIII[ Ill I I I fin J fill lit Ill IlllI lllllllllIl_ I I I I IllllI I I I "

IO0.L** IO0-L** IO0-L** IO0..P** IO0-P** IO0-P**

Fig3.8 Fig3.10 FiB3.9 Fig3.11 Fig3.13 Fig3.12

1954 ......
1955 ......
1956 ......
1957 ......
1958 ......
1959 ......
1960 ......
1961 ......
1962 ......
1963 ......
1964 ......
1965 ......
1966 ......
1967 ......
1968 ......
1969 ......
1970 ......
1971 ......
1972 --- 2.250x10 "3 -- --- --- 6.600x10 "4
1973 -- --- -- 1.588xi04 .-- ---
1974 -- --- --- 1.160x104 --- 7.000xlO"s
1975 -- --- -- 4.180x10"_ --- 5.000x10"s
1976 --- --- -- 4.360x104 --- l.O00xlO"3
1977 -- 3.200x10 "s -- 2.400x10"6 --- 1.469x10"3
1978 --- 3.179x10 _ -- 8.300x10"7 3.965x10 "s 5.054x10 "s
1979 --- --- -- 4.000xlO"7 3.170x10"4 --
1980 -- --- -- 3.500xi0 "6 1.4450XI0 "4 --
1981 --- --- 9.500x10"5 1.070xlO"'l 6.070x10 "4 7.000xlO"s
1982 3.000xlO"7 -- 2.100xlO"5 4.500x10"7 2.832x10"s 9.500x10 "s
1983 9.600x10"7 -- 5.900x10 -s 4.000xlO"7 1.495x10"3 1.360x10"4
1984 8.300x10"7 -- 3.580x10 "4 6.300x10"7 3.098x10"3 2.220x10"4
1985 6.4007,10"7 --- 2.230x10 4 1.602x10"_ 8.610x10"4 --
1986 6.220x10"1 1.166x10"s _ 2.840x10_ 2.976x104 --
1987 7.140x10"7 8.651x10"_ 4.100xlO"5. 2.770x104 1.753x104
1988 1.541x10"_ 7.598x10 "_ -- 1.940x104 3.065x10"6 "--
1989 4.427x 10-e 1.162x10-7 1.260x10"s* 3.785x10"6 3.50(010 "s 1.1lOxlO"s*

• I_omlo _ --
** _ oe_ ,'phaualym
-- Net-,,-,_xt

i|111

II I II I I IIIII Ill I II IIIII II
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R Reactor Theonlymeasuredreleasesofalphaemittingactivity
fromR Areawere0.30Ciof2_Pudischargedtothe

R Reactorwasthefirstoperationalproductionreactor 100.Rseepagebasinsystemin1957followingthe
atSRS.Itoperatedfromlate1953until1964,whenIt falhu'eof an experimentalfuelelement.Annual
was placed on inactive status. Reactor basin water R.Area plutonium releases to seepage basins are
was discharged into Lower Three Runs Creek from shown in Figure3.14, andin Table 3-3.1954 to 1958, into Pat Pond from 1958 to 1964, and
into a seepage basin system from 1957 to 1964.
R Reactor had six seepage basins, designated 904- 0.4 -
10343,.104G, .57G, -58G, -59G, and -60G.

m

The originalseepage basin,904-103G, was usedonly 0.3
from Juneto December 1957. Use of this basin was
terminated due to surface outcropping and leakage m
into an abandonedsewer.The basinwas Imckfilledin

1958. Basins 904-104G, -57G, -58G, and -59G were ._ 0.2
used from 1957 to 1960. These four basins welt

s

deactivated, backfilled, and covered with asphalt in
1960. Basin 904-60G was usql from 1958 to 1964; it ReactorOperation
was back/died in 1977. 0.1 Discontinued

/

Reactor heat exchanger cooling water and ,./
miscellaneous effluents were discharged to Lower p-
Three Runs Creek from 1954 to 1958. After 1958, 0.0 .... _----_ .... ,_...,...., _.._._,
these effluents were discharged to Par Pond, which 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
was constructed by the damming of Lower Three
Runs Creek. Initially, R-Reactor effluents were
dischargeddirectly to ParPond.Beginningin 1961, a
canal and pond system that eventually drained into
ParPond (Figure 3.1) replaceddirectdischargesinto

Figure 3.14. Plutonium Releases to Seepage
Par Pond. Basins, R Area

i HII i. i Irl I I I I I r I
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3-3. Alpha Releases fromMisc Areasby Year(Curies)
- IIIIlilIUli illillili I i j I i 1 ii i

100-R 400.D C Shops
am _ Kuln

Year FI8 3.14' FiB3.26** Fi8 3.27"* No FIB**

195.4 ....
1955 ....
19M ....
1957 3.000x10"l -- -- -- '
1958 ....
1959 ....
1960 ....
1961 -- -- --
1962 ....
1963 ....
1964 ....
1965 ....

1967 ....

1970 ....
1971 ....
1972 -- 1.103xlO4 -- --
1973 --- 2.640x10"3 --- ---
1974 -- 6.000x10"s -- --
1975 --- 8.900x10"s -- ---
1976 -- 1.960x104 -- ---
1977 -- 4.100xlO"5 -- ---
1978 -- 2.800x10"5 -- --
1979 --- 2.100x10 "5 --- --
1980 -- 6.000xlO4 2.000xlO4 --
1981 -- 1.860x104 l.O00xlO4 --
1982 --- 3.160x104 1.300xl(J ++ --
1983 --- 5.260x104 4.730x10 4 --
1984 -- 5.890x104 l.O00xlO"+ --
1985 -- 7.440x104 -- --
1986 -- 5.000xlO"5 -- --
1987 ....
1988 ....
1989 -- 1.720x104 -- 1.820x10"4

sueo,,,sp.c_ __,..m,_ ' "
limedon_ AtptnAmlym

_Unt/11989

, ,,, ,,,,m, , IJI If IIIII[ I ,ml

............................ ,m.o_uwo
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Separation and Liquid Waste have releasedplutoniumthroughbothatmospheric
Facilities and aqueous effluents.

In the separationprocesses,plutoniumis presentin
Two chemical separation facilities and their wocess streams as nitratesalts in strong nitric acid
associated liquid.waste storage facilities are located soluOons until tt is precipitated and reduced to Pu
nearthecenterof the site (Figure3.1). The separation metal. In the precipitation and reduction processes
areasare tdmtflfP.dby letterdesignationsF and H. In carriedout in the B.LIne facilities, some particulates
these areas, the products of interest from reactor are formedcontainingplutoniumoxides. Workin the
tnadiaflonarechemicallyseparatedandpurifiedfrom B-Line facilities ts carriedout in cabinets containing
waste products.The greatestreleases of plutonium to inertgas to minimize the risk of pymphortcoxidation
the environment at SRS originated from these of plutonium metal. At the present time, exhaust
facilities, gases fromF. andH.Area B Lines areroutedthrough

hillh efficiency particulate (HEPA) filters then
dischargedto theatmospherethrougha sandl_ter and

Chemical Separation Facility Operations a 61-m stack, In the early days of operation,B-Line
exhaust gases were vented through HEPA filters

The two chemical separationfacilities were usedto directly to atmosphere from short stacks on the roof
reprocess irradiated fuel and targets in canyon of thecanyon buildings.
buildings (221.F and 221-H). Irradiatedmaterials
were dissolved and the products of interest were Aqueous releases occurred when residual plutonium
chemically separatedand purified fromwaste fission was present in high-level and low.level aqueous
and activation products. Occasional special waste streams.Before high.level wastes were stored
campaigns for production of radionuclides such as in tanks, an evaporationprocess was used to reduce
2_Pu andu2Cf haveocCmTed, volume. During evaporation, some spattering

occurredcarryingplutoniuminto thecondensatefrom
Beginning in late 19M, _WPu,2STNp,and 23sUwere the evaporators. From startup of the separation
generally recovered from irradiated 23sUtargets in facilities (1954 for F Area, 1955 for H Area) until
F Area, which used the Purex chemical extraction 1988, this condensate was sent to the seepage basins.
process. In H Area 239Pu and 23sU were also After 1988, the condensate was sent to the ETF.
recovered from 23sU targets by the Purex process Occasional leaks in cooling watercoilsin separations
during the period 1955.1959. The H.Atea facility process vessels released small quantities of
then was modified to recover 23sU from irradiated radioactivityto FourmileBranch.These leaks had the
23sUfuel. A furthermodification in 1963 allowedthe potentialto includeplutonium.
recovery of 2YINpfrom the fuel. The HM process,
which stood for H Modified Purex, was used for The disposition of various process waters from the
chemical extraction of the uranium. The Frames separation facilities depended on the results of
process was also used occasionally in H Area to analyses of the water for radioactivity. Water was
recover2_SPuand 2YINptargets.Thisprocessusedion concentratedin evaporators prior to storage, sent to
exchange forseparationandpurification, seepage basins or to the ETF,temporarilyretained in

basins,orreleasedto sitestreams.
Waste facilities in or adjacent to the separation
facilities were designed for liquid.waste handling. The major sources of wastewater previously
Depending on activity level, liquid wastes were dischargedto the seepage basins were the overheads
stored in waste tanksor sent to eitherseepage basins from the nitric acid recovery unit and the process
or the Effluent Treatment Facility (ETF). In evaporatorsin both F and tl Areas. In H Area, water
November i988, the WI'Fbecameoperationalto treat from the Resin RegenerationFacility andRBOFwere
the wastes that were previously sent to seepage also dischargedto the Seepage Basin system. A flow
basins. The seepage basins were closed in 1988 and sheet for liquid waste handling can be found in the
as of 1990 were beingdecommissioned, reference Jacobsenel at., 1973. Because of the date

of this reference, it does not show that the ETF has

Pathways for Release replacedthe seepagebasins.

Organic waste streams from the solvent extraction
Unlike the reactor facilities, which have released process may contain residual traces of plutonium.
alpha activity to the environmentalmost exclusively Spent organic solvent was sent to the SWDF for
through aqueous effluents, the separationfacilities incineration.

.xo,lo._vo 3-13
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until 1988when wastewaters were diverted to the
Release Monitoring ETF. The latterbasins were also known as F Seepage

Basins 1, 2, and 3. The variations in releases to
Atmosphericreleases of plutonium from separation seepage basins are due to variations in normal
facilities have been quantified since shortly after operationsand throughpuL
startupin 1954. Raprocessing of irradiatedmaterial
began in F Canyon in November 1954. The first Additionally,an earthenretentionbasin (281.31Dwas
sampling period for plutonium tn atmospheric used from 1955 to 1973 for the temporary
effluents was December 14, 1954, to January7, 1955. containment of segregated cooling water that was
Continuous_pling was accomplished by passinga potentiallycontaminatedby process upsets. Useof a
_on of slackairthrough a filter that trapped linedretentionbasinwas implementedin 1973.
particulates containing plutonium. The filter was
changedweekly laid analyzedforplutonium.

Releases to Seepage Basins
Aqueous releases of plutonium to seepage basins The total measuredaqueous release of plutoniumto
have beenquantifiedsincestanup. Severaltechniques the F-Areaseepage basin system through1988, when
wm used to monitorsmatmrelease. Processcooling discharges to the seepage basins were terminated,
water in F Area was monitored in.line for beta- was 7.21 Ci (5.66 Ci 239Pu and 1.55 Ci 2stPu).
gamma and alpha activity. In H Area, batches of MeastLw,d annualreleases of plutoniumare shown in
process cooling water were monitored prior to Figure 3.15 and Table 3-4. The maximum annual
release. When liquid effluents were released to release, 0.934 Ci, occurredin 1969.
seepage basins, they were continuously sampled.

Samples were collected weekly and analyzed for Migration of plutonium from the F-Area Basin
plutonium content. Effluent Treatment Facility system has been negligible. Migration is discussed
discharges were sampled prior to release to Upper furtherin Chapter4.RunsO¢,ek.

History of Measured Releases 1.0-
as

Gross alpha measurements were used to infer
plutonium releases to plant streams by assuming all 0.8 -
of the alpha activity to be 239Pu. The large
atmospheric releases occurredduringstanup of both
facilities. The exceptions to this generalizationw_re 0.6 - BasinUse
the 1969 releases from H Area when supportingtiles ._ it Discontinued
in the sand filter collapsed and the resulting loss of u5
sandcausedfiltrationefficiency to drop. 0.4

F.Area Separations 0.2

Aqueous waste from F Canyon initially was sent to
waste tanksand a seepagebasin designated904-49(3, 0o ............ ,. ,
also known as the Old F-Area Seepage Basin. The 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
capacity of this basin proved to be inadequate,and it
wasabandonedin1955afterthreeadditionalseepage

basins were constructed. These basins, designated Figure 3,15, PlutoniumReleases to Seepage
904-41G, -42G, and -43G, were in use from 1955 Basins,F Area
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Tabk 3.4. Plutonium Releases from Separations Area by Year
..................... II Ill I I Ill Mill ] II II I IIHII I I Ill IIllILIIlll Ill I Illll

FArea FArea FArea HArea HArea HArca

Year Fig 3.16' Fig 3.i8"* Fig 3.15' Fig 3.20* Fig 3.23** Fig 3.19"

1954 -- 2.400x10 "3 ....
1955 2.221x10 ° 4.510x10 "2 6.760x10 "2 4.410x10 "l 1.250x10 "3 4.650x10 "2
1956 2.800x10 "2 3.700x10 "2 2.656x10 "t 3,0(O10 .3 5.100xlO "3 2.945x10 "t
1957 3.80(O10 .2 2.200x10 "3 7,620xl0 "2 4.750x10 "3 1.800xlO "3 3.620x10 "2
1958 1.900xlO "2 2,000xlO "3 3.640x10 "l 1.90(O10 .3 9.000xlO "3 1.260x10 "t
1959 2,100xlO "2 2.000xlO "3 4.04Ox10 "l 2.850x10 "3 1.100xlO "2 1.280x10 "t
1960 7.032x10 "2 9.300x10 "3 2.028x10 "t 7.000xlO "( 7..q)OxlO"3 5.670x10 "2
1961 9.000xlO "3 7,000xlO "3 1.676x10 "t 2.800x10 "3 9.800x10 "3 1,145x10 "t
1962 6.160x10 "3 2.90(O10 .3 2.828x10 "t 4.980x10 "3 8._g)xlO "3 3.160x10 "l
1963 2.860x10 "3 S,000xlO "3 2.821xi0 "t 6.400x10 4 1.100xlO "2 9.128x10 "2
1964 2.220x10 "3 3.000x10 "3 9.030x10 "2 3.340x10 "3 1.200x IO"2 7.296x10 "2
1965 3.300x10 "3 2.000xlO "3 3.168x10 "t 1.320x10 "2 9.000xlO "3 2.894x10 "t
1966 2.40(O10 .3 4.100xlO "3 6.224x10 "t 7.665x lO"3 1.0(O10 "2 2.850X10 "2
1967 2.73!X10 "3 1.030xlO "2 7.363X10 "l 7.613X10 "3 5.40(O10 .3 3.280X10 "2
1968 2.021X10 "3 6.800X10 "3 3.320X10 "l 3.647X10 "3 5.100xlO "3 6.500X10 "2
1969 1.905X10 "3 4.500X10 "3 4.769xi0 "t 5.844X10 "2 6.100xlO "3 1.353X10 "2
1970 3.330X10 "3 9.300X10 "3 2.950X10 "1 5.550X10 "3 7.80(O10 .3 5.400X10 "2
1971 1.880X10 "3 1.180XI0 "_ 1.800XI0 "t 6.310X10 "3 -- 2.700X10 "2
1972 5.800X10 "4 5.460X10 "3 2.100XI0 "t 3.210X10 "3 -- 3.000XI0 "2
1973 1.500xlO "4 8.780X10 "3 5.77Ox10-2 1.300X10-3 w 3.590X10-2
1974 1.280X10 "3 5.430X10 "3 3.650X10 "2 1.660X10 "3 1.920X10 "3 4.070X10 "2
1975 1.200X10"( 4.54Ox10 "3 1,630X 10"2 4.000X 10"( 1.770X10 "3 1,420X 10"2
1976 1.000xlO "4 2.350X10 "3 7.000X 10"3 1.4430X10"4 2.750X10 "3 3.000X10 "3
1977 1.04(010 "4 2.79Ox10 "3 1.200x10 "2 -- 3.200x10 "3 2.0(O10 "3
1978 2.260x10 "4 2.501X10 "3 7.0(O10 "3 -- 2.706XI0 "3 1.000xlO "2
1979 2.450x10 "( 4,500x10 "3 1,600X10"2 1.54Ox10"( 3.680X10 "3 --
1980 3.980X10 ( 3.120x10 "3 1.0(O10 .2 8.370x10 "( 2.480x10 "3 6.000x10 "3
1981 7.710x10 "4 5.790x10 "3 4.108x10 "2 2.027x10 "3 9.400x10 4 1.191xlO "2
1982 1.052x10 "3 6.200x10 "3 2,096x10 "2 6,520x10 "( 1.960x 10"3 6.281x10 "3
1983 4.990x10 "( 4.450x10 "3 7.538x10 "3 2.210x10 "( 1.370x10 "3 2.384x10 "3
1984 3.500x10 4 2.914x10 "2 1.800x10 "2 1.100xlO "4 7.310x10 4 --
1985 4.230x10 "4 5.137x10 "3 2.000xlO "2 7.400xi0"s 7.700x10 4 --
1986 2.070xi0"( 7.193xi0"3 7.460xi0"3 4.500xi0"5 9.350xi04 6.762xi0"4
1987 2.310x10"( 3.338xi0"3 2.351xi0"3 4.200xI0"s 1.447xi0"2 2.255xI0"(
1988 2.860xlO"* 4.669xi0"3 1.312xi0"s 4.500xi0"s 6.490xi04 7.077xi0"s
1989 6.060x10 -( 8.386x10-3 -_ 7.300x10-s 1.957x10-3 m

'" Based on SpecificRadiochem/cal Analyst-
Bated on Grim Alpha AaalystB

i ] i i ii i i i i i I Illl II --
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Releases to Atmosphere
1o 1

Thetotalmeasuredatmosphericreleaseof plutonium ]
from F Area through 1989 was approximately _,
2.46 Ci. Measuredannual releases of plutonium are o ,sshown in Figure 3.16, and Table 3-4. The maximum 1o

!annualrelease, 2.22 Ci, occurr_ in 1955. The release
in 1955 was due to stanup problems with the -1

filtrationsystem. "_ 10 !_
Cooling water for portionsof the F-Areaseparation 0 10-2
process line was pumped from deep wells and 1
discharged to Fourmile Branch after use. This water
was used either in the"once through"or "segregated" 10.3 "
cooling watersystems usedto controltemperaturesin ]
the separationprocess, Because of the possibility of ,

as

cooling coil leakage, these cooling waterstreamshad . ......... ., .. _., _ ... ,. _-_,the potential to contain measurable amounts of 1o.4, , , , , ..-,
radimctivity. Cooling coils were used in the head-end 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
dissolvers; hence, a mixture of many fission and Figure 3.16. PlutoniumReleases to Atmosphere,
activation products was available as a potential F Area
contaminant of the cooling system. Uranium was a
predominantchemical constituentof this mixture,but
the majority of the alpha activity was due to the

transuranicactivationproducts. An estimate of the average gross alpha concentration
in cooling water can be obtained by dividing the

In order to minimize release of radioactivityinto the annual release (Ci) by the annual total flow (liters)
cooling system when a leak did occur, positive listed in Cummins, Hetrick,and Martin(1991), The
pressure was maintained in the cooling coils in all resulting range of values obtained for the period
process vessels. After the water was used, it was 1954-1988 was 0.87pCi/Lto19.61 pCi/L with an
monitored and released into Fourmile Branch. If average of 3.18 ± 3.94 pCi/L. This average is not
activity levels in thewaterexceeded discharge limits, significantly different from the average drinking
the contaminated water was held in a plastic lined water concentrationin F Area in 1989. This suggests
"diversion"basinand sent to the seepagebasins until that the gross alpha activity discharged in F-Area
1988. Since 1988, contaminated water was cooling water is primarily the naturally occurring
transferredto either the H-Areawaste tank farmor it radioactivity foundin the well water fromwhich the
was sent to the ETF forcleaning, cooling water is derived. i

Radioactivity levels were measured slightly Table 3-$. Gross Alpha Activity in F-Area
downstreamfrom the F.Area cooling system release DrinkingWater, 1989
point. Specific radiochemical analyses for
uranium/plutonium were not made on water No. M_ Min Annual
dischargedfromthe segregatedcooling watersystem. Sample Sam Co,c Conc Average,
Because the cooling water used in the process is Loc pies pCi/L pCi/L pCi/L
pumped from deep wells drawing from the
Middendorf aquifer (as is the drinking water for 221-F 13 12.4 0.78 .....4.40+ 3'.37"
F Area), a portion of the activity measured at the 701-IF 4 7.47 1.90 3.85 :k2.47*
outfall is present before use due to trace amounts of 704-F 5 5.09 1.47 3.26 ± 1.29"
natural radioactivity in the well water. The natural 772-F 5 7.09 1.24 4.41 :k2.60*
background activity of the cooling water is not OverallAverage 3.98 + 5.08?
measured, but can be inferred by examining the
activity measured in drinking water samples. "l]le * Theerrorvaluelistedin thestandarddeviation(1o
dataon gross alpha activity foundin F-Area drinking error)
water samples in 1989 is summarized in Table 3-5, ? The errorvaluelistedwascalculatedusingthe
and is typicalof values obtainedin prioryears.

propagationof errorsmethod_=0_ +O_+ ...O_)
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A plot of gross alpha activity in the drinking and
cooling water fromF Area confirmsthatthe two are 5e-2 -
equivalent except during periods of known cooling
coil leaks or process incidents as shown in
Figure3.17 and Table3-5. 4e-2 -

Annual releases to Fourmile Branch are shown
graphically in Figure 3.18. As noted above, the 3e-2-
uncorrected"unidentified alpha" levels mustbe used ._
to estimate the possible plutonium releases to the
stream.No correctionsare made to the "unidentified _ 2e-2
alpha"data since in most cases the drinking water
data agrees with the release data. For the following
described incidents or process equipment failures, le-2
isotopic analyses would have been helpful but were
not performed.The plutoniumreleases were certainly
much smaller than the "unidentified alpha" 0e+O ,.,,l.,,,i,,, WlW,,, i,,,-I,,,Wl-,,,i

measurements. The high releases in 1955 and 1956 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
were associated with evaporatorcoil leaks. Alpha
spectrometrymeasurementson a few samplestaken Figure 3.18. Gross Alpha Releases to
in late 1955showed thatthe predominantactivitywas Streams,F Area
due to 23gu, but the presenceof plutoniumcannotbe

ruled out. "l'he1984 release resulted fromrunoff to H.Area Separations
the storm sewer system from the uraniumrecovery

facilities (A Line). The 1984 release was probably H Canyon has been operational since July 1955. In
predominantlydepleteduranium, addition to the general chemical separation

operations,H Area includes the Effluent Treatment
Facility and Rece:_ving Basin for Offsite Fuels
(RBOF), with an adjacent regeneration facility for
resins from other areas. Certain offsite
noncommercialirradiatedfuels arestoredunderwater

in RBOF as are some SRS fuel elements that have
t failed. This facility is equipped to disassemble and

._ is T ................................... cut fuel for inspection.II
t
! Aqueous waste from H Canyon was sent to waste

j _ ,o --_...... tanks and the four seepage basins designated 904-
i

t .................. It ....... in use from 1955 until 1988 when wastewaters were

!_V,__' , divertedto the ETF.Basin904-46G has beeninactiVesince1962.

, _" ""1_" ""1_""_s_ """,_ ""_"" "_'" "_,• In addition, an earthen retention basin, designated
--*- Fo,_,_ --- Fe**_ 281-3H, was used from 1955 to 1973 to temporarilyWamr WaW

contain water that was potentially contaminated by
process upsets. Use of a lined retention basin was

Figure 3.17.Gross Alpha Activity in Drinking implemented in 1973.
Water and Cooling Water, 200-F
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Assessment of Plutonium in the Savannah River Site Environment ....

Releases to Seepage Basins Releases to Atmosphere

The total measured aqueous release of plutonium to The total measured atmospheric release of plutonium
the H-Area seepage basin system through 1988, when from H Area to the atmosphere through 1989 was
discharges to the seepage basins were terminated, 1.26 Ci (0.68 Ci 23apuand 0.58 Ci 239pu). Measured
was 4.36 Ci (2.40 Ci 23apu and 1.96 Ci 239pu). annual releases are shown in Figure 3.20, and
Measured annual releases are shown in Figure 3.19, 'Fable 3-4. The maximum annual release, about
and Table 3.5. The maximum annual release, 0.62 Ci (0.56 Ci 238pU and 0.06 Ci 239pu), OCC_Fre_in
0.650Ci, occuncdin 1969. The variationsinreleases 1969 when supporting tiles in the sand filter
to seepage basins are due to variations in normal collapsed. Loss of sand from the filter resulted in
operations and throughpuL reduced filtration efficiency.

The F and H EffluentTreatmentFacility became
operationalin November1988 to receive aqueous
wastes previously discharged to the separation area
seepage basins.

0.8-
0.8-

is

n

0.6 - ] 0.6

fm

_ 0.4•§ 0.4 - Basin Use
Discontinued

0.0 =.... =.... w.... I .... =.... I .... =.... I 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989

1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 Figure3.20. Plutonium Releasesto

Figure 3.19. Plutonium Releases to Atmosphere, H Area
Seepage Basins, H Area



Chapter3. Releasesand StoredInventoriesofPlutoniumattheSRS

Releases to Streams Effluent Treatment Fadlity

As with F Area, portions of the H-Area process Operation of the ETF was not begun until 1989, so
equipment are cooled with water derived from deep only one year's release data is available for this
wells. After use, the cooling water is monitored and report. No specific radiochemical analyses for
discharged into Fourmile Branch. Figure 3.21 shows plutonium were performed on the E'I'Freleases, only
gross alpha releases from H-Area based on gross alpha. Gross alpha releases for the ETF in 1989
unmodified "unidentified alpha" data. Once again the were 0.18 mCi as shown in Table 3-8.
comparison between effluent monitoring data is in
fairly close agreement with the drinking water data.
Drinking water data for 1989 is shown in the Table Waste Tank Farms
3.6 The range of values of annual average
concentrations obtained from release data was 0.77- Recovery of all the plutonium from Purex process
10.75 pCi/l.., with an average of 4.05 + 2.84 pCi/L for streams is not possible, so a small fraction of the
the period 1955-1988 (H Area did not begin plutonium is transferred to the F-Area waste storage
operations until 1955). tanks, along with the fission products and induced

activities. No attempt is made to recover the

A plot of gross alpha activity in the drinking water plutonium produced in the fuel tubes when enriched
and cooling water from H Area confirms that the two uranium is recovered using the HM process in
are equivalent except during periods of known H Area. "Fnusthe H-Area waste storage tanks contain
cooling coil leaks as shown in Figure 3.22. more plutonium than the F-Area waste storage tanks.

The combined total plutonium inventory in waste

Table 3-6. Gross Alpha Activity in H-Area storage tanks is shown in Table 3-7
Drinking Water

No. Max Min Annual Table 3-7. Plutonium in SRS High-Level Waste

Sample Sam Cone Cone Average, Storage Tanks
Loc pies pCi/L pCi/L pCi/L

221-H 14 5.74 0.94 3.04 + 1.53" Isotooe Inventory. Curies
701-1H 5 3.77 1.91 2.68 + 0.73*
704-H 5 4.48 1.02 2.91 ± 1.41 * 238Pu 1.60 x 106

Overall Average 2.88 ± 2.20T 239pU 2.20 x 104
24°pu 1.04 x 104

• The avor value listed in the standarddeviation (1O efrofl 241pu 1.42 X 10 6

q The errorvalue listed wascalculatedmine thepropoEationof 242Pu 1.70 x 101

erron method(O_a= O'_+ O_ + ... O_) Decay Correctedto December31, 1990 (DOE, 1991)

6e-2--
Grms Alldae.

•-- 4.--- Pu-238

5e-2 - r
m

II ]
3e-2_ _l

" I t t
2e-2 -- I
le-2 0

0e+0 •.... . .... w, _"_,w[--
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 1re6 1re0 lm lg70 19_ _tt0 1015 lm

Figure 3.21 Alpha Releases to Streams, H Area Figure 3.22. Gross Alpha Activity in Drinking
Water and Cooling Water, H-Area
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Ass#ssmentofPlutonium IntheSavannahRiverSiteEnvironment

Radioactivityhas leaked into the groundfromcertain radionuclides in either tank and contaminated soil
tanks. In 1960, H-AreaTank 16 leaked about was not analyzed for Pu. Plutonium and the other

liters of waste into the surroundingsoil (Poe, acUnidcspresent in the high-level waste are almost
In 1961, F-Area Tank 8 leaked about 6,000 exclusively in the sludge in the waste tanks (DOE,
waste onto the soil (Odum, 1976). Plutonium 1991), so the likelihood of significant plutonium

not included in the reported inventory of releases to the soil in either of these incidents is
. S/_kgli.

3.8. AlphaReleases fromMisc Areasby Year(Curies)
II I ]

100-R 400-D C Shops EWF
S_am aa_ Stream

Year Fig 3.14" Fig 3.26** Fig 33,7** No Fig**

1954 ....
1955 ....
1956 ....
1957 3.000x10q -- -- --
1958 ....
1959 ....
1960 ....
1961 ....
1962 ....
1963 ....
1964 ....
1965 ....
1966 ....
1967 ....
1968 -- -- -- --
1969 ....
1970 ....
1971 ....
1972 -- 1.103x10"2 -- --
1973 -- 2.640x10"3 --
1974 _ 6.000xlO-S _ m
1975 -- 8.900x10"s -- --
1976 -- 1.960x104 -- --
1977 -- 4.100x10"5 -- --
1978 -- 2.800x10"s -- --
1979 -- 2.100x10"5 _ --
1980 -- 6.00_10 _ 2.000xlO"6
1981 m 1.860x10"4 l.O00xlO"6
1982 -- 3.160x10"4 1.300xlO"5
1983 -- 5.260x10"4 4.730x10"4 --
1984 -- 5.890x10 "4 l.O00xlO"6 --
1985 -- 7.440x10"4 --
1986 -- 5.000xlO"s --
1987 ....
1988 ....
1989 -- 1.720x10"4 __ 1.820x10"4

Based on Specific Radiochemical Analysis
BasedonChessAlpha Analysis

OperationalUntil1989
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can contain 0.5 Ci, but concentrations and quantifies
Solid Waste Disposal Facility of radionuclides ate limited by heat load and

criticality criteria. As was the case with the
The Solid Waste Disposal Facility (formerly called intermediate.level TRU wastes above, the storage
the Burial Grounds) are storage sites for disposal of pads had been in use since 1972, but were covered
radioactive solid wastes. The first burial ground, with 4 feet of soil when the pad was filled with waste
designated 643-E, was used from 1952 to 1972. The containers. High-level TRU wastes are slated to be
new burial ground, designated 643-7E is adja_._t to shipped to the WIPP facility in New Mexico.
the original and has been in use since 1969.

Bulky TRU Waste. equipment from TRU facilities
Neptunium, plutonium, and all the other artificially that will not fit into 55-gallon drums includes large
created elements with atomic numbers greater than 92 filters, glovebox panels, and other large items. These
are lumped into a category of elements referred to as are put into carbon steel boxes and stored on the pad.
TRU (TRansUranic) materials. Because waste HEPA filters from TRU facilities are packaged in
materials containing TRU elements are generally polyethylene boxes. The polyethylene boxes are
more hazardous than wastes containing uranium or placed into secondary concrete culverts.
fission products, special wocedures and techniques

are used in their storage in the Solid Waste Storage The quantity of plutonium stored in the SWT)F as
Facility (Burial Grounds). The current waste storage solid waste is summarized in the Table 3-9.
definitions and practices are outlined below and were

instituted in 1986 (SAIC, 1988). Table 3-9. Solid Plutonium Wastes in the SWDF

Non-TRU Waste - solid waste containing alpha .......

contamination I0 nCi/g and non.alpha waste such as _ X.t2lal_C.,i_
low-activity and intermediate-activity beta-gamma

waste, is buried in earthen trenches with a cover of at _3Spu 471,194.0
least four feet of soft. 239pu 9,168.0

242pu(<_) 19,543.0
Bulky TRU Wastes - solid waste, such as canyon 242pu(_ ) 0.5
equipment, may contain TRU nuclides but is so
intensely contaminated with gamma emitters that is *Inventorycorrectedfordecaythrough12/31/86

(SAIC. 1988)
not feasible to monitor the alpha content. This waste
is buried directly in soil on top of a six foot backfill
to keep the equipment above water that might
accumulate in the bottom of the trench.

Liquid waste that potentially contained trace

Intermediate-Activity TRU Waste - solid waste quantitiesplutonium was also stored at the SWDF.
containing 10 nCi/g but 0.5 Ci/container, held in Degraded solvent from the separations areas was
9O-mil thick polyethylene containers inside burned at the SWDF in the early years of operations.
galvanized steel drums stored on a concrete surface Beginning in 1975, it was stored in steel tanks at the
pad. The maximum amount of alpha activity is 0.5 Ci Burial Ground pending later incineration. As of 1987,
per drum. Containers are normally 55-gallon drums, 655 of the 755 cubic meters of degraded solvent
but boxes may be used to contain larger items, stored in the tanks since 1975 has been incinerated

(Jagge et al., 1987).

The TRU pads had been in operation since 1972.

Until 1985, the intermediate- level TRU waste drums Savannah River Technology Centerwere covered with a polyethylene bag and the TRU
pad was covered with four feet of soil as the pad
filled. The practice changed in 1985 in anticipation of SRTC provided research and development support
movement of TRU wastes to the WIPP facility in for the production facilities of SRS. Laboratory

facilities handled radioactivity that ranged from
New Mexico. environmental levels to highly radioactive material

that was manipulated in shielded cells. Liquid
High-Activity TRU Waste - solid waste containing radioactive wastes were accumulated in holding tanks
0.5 Cilcontainer. It is held in 90-rail thick pending shipment to F Area for treatment and
polyethylene containers inside galvanized steel drums disposition. Trade wastes from nonradioactive drains
placed into secondary concrete culverts. These were routed to Tim's Branch.
containers are placed on a concrete pad. Each drum

.xo, l_wo 3-21
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Monitoringof liquidwastesdischargedto plant I01
streamsfromSRTC beganin1970.Analysiswasfor 1

analyses for plutoniumwere made.Duringtheperiod 10

1970 through 1989, a totalof 11.4 mCi of grossalpha 10.l I a ] _ But- Uxactivity was releasedto Tim's Branch.The maximum
yearly release, 3.5 mCi, occurred in 1970. Release ,,=___ _. Diw,on_ued

" Ylil
. 1

3e-3 - I0"5-'_ = GrossAlpha | | I||

,!-'- ,,ooo-I lliI0 "'il• --- w.... ,'-,-, .... ,,-"-, .... ,'""

•_ 7.e-3- 1934 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979
II

1984 1989
i8

No
.<-

le-3 - Figure 3.24. AlphaReleases to Basins, SRTC

. takenout of service in 1983. A significant amountof
the total alpha activity released to the SRTC basins

0e+O 0.69 Ci out of total of 4.16 Ci) occurred between
1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989 1968 and 1973 whenSRTC was engaged in research

on and recovery of 244Cmand other transplutonic
materials, such as 2s2Cf,but specil'ic analyses for
244Cmwere not begun until 1973, so release of

Figure 3.23. Gross AlphaReleases to Streams, plutoniumto the basins during the maximumrelease
SRTC periodcannotbe ruledout.Seepage basin release dam

are shown graphically in Figure 3.24, and Table 3-
From 1954 to 1983, a seepage basinsystem was used 10.Experimental studies using high levels of
for low activity wastes. The first two seepage basins, radioactivity were performed in shielded cells. Air
both designated904-53G, were placed into service in vented from the shielded cells passed through a
1954. The last two,904-54G and-55G, were addedin carbon bed to remove iodine, then through HEPA
1958 and 1960. Grossalphameasurements on wastes filters before exhaustingthrougha 50-meterstack. In
released to SRTC seepage basinswere made from the the early years of operation, a caustic scrubberwas
beginning of use of the basins in 1954 and continued also used to purify air from the shielded cells. After
until 1977. The total re.cordedalpha activity released the 1970s, a sand filter was used before air was
to the SRTC basins from 1954 through 1982 was vented to the slack.
4.16 Ci. The maximum release year was 1970 when
1.14 Ci of alpha emitting activity was released. Air exhausted fromother partsof the laboratorywas
Specific radiochemicalanalysis for plutonium in the passed through HEPA filters, and released through
seepage basin waste streams were not initiateduntil 30-meterstacks.If airradioactivity exceeded specific
1974. Recorded release of plutonium to the SRTC limits, the air was diverted to the sand filter before
basins totaled 11.8 mCi for the period 1974 through beingexhausted from the stack.
1982(8.9 mCi 2_Pu, 2.9 mCi 239pU). ']"nebasins were
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TaMs 3-10. PlutoniumReleaseshem SRTCbyYear(Curies)
i illl ii i i i i inllll ii ii i I i ii i ii nllll i illlllllll i

$RTC 5RTC SRTC $RTC

Year Fig 3.25* FiB 3.23** Fili 3.24** FiB3.24*

1954 -- -- 2.800x104 ---
1955 -- -- 2.470x10"2 --
1956 -- -- 7,871x10"2 --
1957 -- -- 3.562x10"2 --
1958 -- --- 4.358x10"2 ---
1959 --- --- 1.912x10"2 --
1960 -- -- 3.000xlO"2 --
1961 -- --- 2.900x10"2 --
1962 --. -- 4.000xlO "2 --
1963 -- -- 2.870x10"2 --
1964 -- -- 3.210x10"2 --
1965 -- .-- 3.900x10"2 --
1966 -- -- 1.700xlO"2 --
1967 -- -- 2.940x10"2 --
1968 -- --- 2.587x10"t --

! 1969 -- -- 9.440x10"t --
1970 3. lOOx10"4 3.500x10.3 1.136x10° ---
1971 1,600xlO4 -- 9.794x10"1 --
1972 -- -- 7.180x10"2 ---
1973 -- -- 3.014x10"l --
1974 --- 1.260x10"_ 2.210x10 "2 5.400x10"4
1975 -- 2.204x10.3 2.677x 10"3 1.078x10.3
1976 -- l.O14xlO"3 5.060x10"4 3.100xlO"s
1977 -- 6.310x10.4 3.299x10"s 1.241x10"s
1978 --- 4.410x10 4 -- 9.237x10"s
1979 -- 5.000x104 -- 8.219x10"s
1980 --- 1.440x104 6.170x104 1.020x104
1981 -- 2.860x104 -- 8.150x10 4
1982 -- 2.370x104 8.370x104 1.940x104
1983 -- 7.0007,10"s --- --
1984 -- l.O00xlO4 -- --
1985 --- 1.300xlO4 -- --
1986 -- 1.570x104 --
1987 -- 2.600x104 -- ---
1988 -- 2.060x104 -- ---
1989 -- 2.710x10"4 -- ---

** BreedonGroutAlphakMlym
ii i i ill



The _ recccdedunospheric release of gross alpha through 1989 were 16.7 mCi. Measured releases of
activity fromSRTC _gh 1989 _vas2.62 mCi.The alpha acUvlty from D Area areshown in Figure3.25
total recorded releases of plutonium from 1970 andTable3-8
through 1989 were 0.47 mCi. The data are shown
graphicallyin Figure 3.25, and inTable 3-10. 1.2,.2 -

_4 - - Gross Alpha 1.0s.2
- -- .4,- - Rutmtum

5e4. 8.oe.3
It

444- tt

" il1e4 ] o.o,+o

v"-----;_---_-- _ .... A..... -.-. 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989Oe+O
............ ' .... "'"'" .... ' FIIIm 3.26. AlphaReleasesto S_. D Area

1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989

Figure3.,_. Alpha Re_sto Atmosphere, Central Shops at the SRS is responsible for
SRTC fabricationandrepairof equipmentthat is used in the

separation and reactor areas of the site. Though
equipment is decontaminated before it is sent to

Other Facilities Central Shops, some radioactive material
occasionally is present and normally is removed

All documented plutonium releases from SRS during cleaning operations primr to repair of the
facilities were listed in the previous sections. A equipmenL The contamination is transferredalong
number of other facilities handled materials with other liquid waste streams to a seepage basin.
containing plutonium. These were the test reactors, The yearly releases for alpha activity are shown in
the Heavy Water Rework Facility, and the heat Figure 3.27 and Table 3-8. The total alpha activity
exchangerrepairfacility in CentralShops. release for this locationis 0.49 mCi.

No monitoring of alpha activity was done for any of 5e-4 -

the test reactors. These facilities were operatedat i I!

essentially zero power level, andtherisk of release of
plutonium from the elements being tested was 4e.4
minimal.

The Heavy Water Rework Facility, located in 3e.4- l[
D Area, consisted of four distillation towers and !1
associated equipment for removal of ordinary water _ "_ No _ ]i

that accumulatedreactors,in the heavy watersystemmOderatOrwereused 2e4 - Data J[in the Leaks in the vented lithrougha 21-meter stack. The aqueous waste stream

radioactivity associated with this facility was
tritium.Therewas a potential for traces of plutonium
to be present in the moderator,as was described in Oe+O
the section on reactor facilities. No specific
monitoringfor plutoniumisperformedbecauseofthe 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 1979 1984 1989
low potential for a release. Grossalpha releases were Figure 3.27. AlphaReleases to Seepage Basins,
monitored, however, beginning in 1972. The Central Shops
measured total alpha activity releases from 1972

i i i
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Chapter 4. Plutonium Concentration and Transport
Mechanisms

TMr¢ art a numb,r of plutoniam isotopes found in the environment. Tt_ primary source
of plutoniwn in the lllobal environment is t_ atmospl_ric fallout _om nuclear tt_ing: In
thi.t chapter, we will address the transport of three isotope.s, z_Pu, 2_Pu, and:4°Pu.
TMx are t_ onlyplutonium isotopes in tl_ $R$ environment that are the result of SR$
activities. Bccau.T¢of the d(Oiculty in _parately me_urin& 2JgPu and 2_°Pu,and the
similarity in tl_ source of these, isotopes at $R$, it is common to n_asur¢ tl_ir
wld_erentiated sum. In thefoUowirql_ctions, plutonium identO'iedas 2nPu_ only that
isOtOl_,while plutonium ident_ied as _w_Puis the sum of t_ _Pu and _4°Puplutonium
nwasured, wd¢$sSlXC(ltcallyidentified_ one isotope or the ot_r.

In some $e.n_, the identOtration of the isotope is not important to a discussion of
transport _ince the isotopes are chemically and physically very similar and are
transponed throu&hthe environment by t_ same processes. However, the di_ribution of

the two isotopic _$, _iPu and _¢._°Pu d_fers at $R$ because,of their source. Most ofthe atmospheric uPu releo._s are from H Area while th_ majority of _J_Pureleases are
from F Area. in order to determine how the plutonium released from SRS a.O"ectsthe
surroundinll environment and population, it is necessary to determine transport of SRS
releases and their interaction with the plutonium back&roundfrom other sources.
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The Global Fallout Background

The global falloutof 239Pufrom atmosphericnuclear The 2_Pu backgroundis somewhatmore difficult to
testing is the major source of background in the estimate. 'l'ncrcarctwo sourcesof 2SSPubackground.
vicinity of $RS. The fallout at any location varies 2_pu is foundin the falloutfromatmosphericnuclear
with latitude (Perkinsand Thomas, 1980) and other testing;however, the primarysourceof _S_Puwas the
factors related to elevation, local topography,and burn-upof a 23tPupower supply in a space satellite
vegetationtype (Pinderand Paine, 1980). The 239Pu thatfailed to orbit in 1964. As shown in Figure 4,2,
atmospheric testing fallout has been shown to be the average annual ratio of 231pu/2)gPu from
closely correlated with trICs fallout from the same atmospherictesting was about 0.01 before the burn.
source. In another volume of this series (Carltonet up of the SNAP (Satellite NuclearAuxiliary Power)
al., 1992)the tYtCsair concentrationmeasuredatthe powersource.After 1964,theratio increasedat two
SRS sampling stations outside the Site perimeterhas Northern Hemisphere stations to 0.4 before
been shown to be dominated by atmospherictesting de.._reasingto around O.l by 1971. The ratio was
fallout. Figure4.1 shows thatthe239p,jconcentration similar at SRS most distant set of sampling stations
at these same stations is closely correlatedto t37Cs whenmeasurementswere firstmade in 1974, anddid
concentration. The data presented by Perkins and not change greatly through 1981 when the
Thomas(1980) suggest thatthe t_Cs concentrationis measurements stopped. When measurement were
10,000 time greaterthanthe 239pu.The best fit of the begunagain in 1986, theratioat the SRS stationswas
SRS outerring (100 mile) stations indicatesa factor around0.6. The higherratios after 1986 suggest thal
ofabout 5,0(X). the fracIJonof 23|Ptl fallout has fallen in the local

23*Puair concentration.This is likely caused by the
From the close relationshipbetween t37Csand 239Pu depletion of 23|pU fallout in the stratosphere and the
air concentrations, we conclude that the 239pu larger fraction (but not a larger absolute amount)
concentration at this outer ring is a good from SRS releases, which have a higher ratio of
approximationof the 239pubackground.Since there 2_Pu/2391_. From this evidence, it appearsthatthe
areestimates of t37Csair concentrationavailable for average concentration of 23|DU at the four most
years when the 239pU concentration was not distant SRS sampling stations may be a reasonable
measured, it is possible to estimate the 239DU estJlnal_of the 23aPubackgroundfor periods before
concentrationforperiodswhen measurementsarenot 1981.
available. This will be used later to estimate the
relative contribution of 239pu from the SRS and ,o
backgroundsources.
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Figure 4.2. Comparisonof FalloutPlutonium
IsotopeRatios to SRS Ratiosat the

Figure 4.1. A Comparisonof Atmospheric Most Distant Sampling Stations
Concentrationsof t3_Csand239pu
at FourMost DistantSampling
Locations
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In addition to air concentration, the deposition of
plutonium into open containers is measured. The 3'/ ...................

deposition is a combination of plutonium which 1 *

settles into the container (dry deposition) and
plutonium that enters in rainwater(wet deposition).
The plutonium from dry deposition will be washed
into the container by the water of laterrainfall. This
water is collected from the gages andanalyzedto get "i
the total deposition. Since the deposited plutonium _g
comes fromthe airabove the gage, it is reasonable to
assume that the concentration of plutonium in the ! t,
gage should be Woponional to the concentration in ]the air (Figure 4.3). The proportionalityconstant is A =
called a depositionvelocity because it hat the unitsof f. [ • Im m Stmom ]" I" I
distance/time. The averagedeposition velocity can be ' ' .............ii
calculated for each of the plutonium isotopes for s - , - , _ , - _ _ , _....
which airconcentrationanddeposition was measured , t, z, 3, 4, s, 6,
at the SRS outer ring sampling stations. The AirCometltraUol(mCt/eum)
depositionvelocity for 239pU it 0.0018 mJs, which is a

reasonablevalue, similarto thatestimated for 1291at
SRS (Murphy, 1991). The deposition velocity for
238puestimated in the same way is 0.0036 m/s for the
23Spu. While slightly higher, this value is within Figure4.3. Comparisonof Deposition and Air
reason for deposition of a radionuclide associated Concentrationof 239pU

with atmosphericparticles,
plutonium measurements are not available,

Therefore, it appears that, during the years in which Cumulative deposition to the surface from
measurements are available, the background atmospherictesting and the SNAP bum-uphave been
concentrationand deposition of 23apuand 239pucan estimatedin PerkinsandThomas (1980). For the SRS
be estimated from the SRS sampling stations, latitude,the cumulativesoil backgroundis estimated
Furthermore,an estimate of t3?Cscan be used to to be .037 mCi/km 2 23gpu and 2.0 mCi/km 2 239pU.

estimate these backgroundvalues for periods when
i i i ii iii /

Atmospheric Concentrations and Transport

The objective of this section is to use the data the two plutonium isotopes. The ratio for SRS
collected by the SRS monitoring network to releasesis greaterthanthe ratio in fallout. If the ratio
determinethe influenceof SRS releases on plutonium in the environment in the vicinity of the SRS is
in the SRS environment. There are three ways that greater than that from fallout, then it is likely that
this can be accomplished. The pattern of annual there is some contribution from SRS releases.
average plutonium content in various parts of the Furthermore,if the ratio increasesas the plutonium-
SRS environment can be compared to the annual handling facilities are approached, then both the
releases from SRS. If peaks in the environmental spatial pattern and the ratio support a SRS
concentrationcoincide with peaks in SRS releases, it contribution to the environmental plutonium
is reasonable to assume that the source of the concentration.
environmentalplutoniumis SRS,

The existence of confirmationof an SRS contribution
The secondmethod fordetecting the SRS influenceis to the environmental plutonium concentration, in
to look at the spatial patternof the plutonium in the itself, does not indicate whetherthe contributionof
environment in the vicinity of the SRS. If the SRS releasesis a significant environmentalhazard.It
concentrationin the environment is greatestnear the only demonstrates our ability to monitor for this
plutoniumfacilities anddecreases with distance from element. If we can demonstrate that we can
these facilities, then it is reasonable to suggest that adequately monitor plutonium in the environment,
some partof the environmentalplutoniumis fromthe then we can confirm the estimates that are made of
facilities, The third method is to look at the ratio of the potentialhealth hazard.
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Chapter4.PlutoniumConcentrationandTransportMechanisms

Three types of monitoring data are available to concentration. The naturally occurring isotope
investigate the patternsand isotopic composition of beryllium-7, produced in the stratosphere, is also
almosphericplutonium.Plutoniumairconcentrations plotted as an indicator of annual variation in the
were measured from 1974 to 1981 and again from mixing between the upperalmosphere andthe earth's
1986 through1989. Deposition of plutoniumto open surface.The 239puconcentrationsdoes appearto peak
raingages was measuredfrom 1974 to 1981 andless duringyears when the 7Be concentration is highest.
extensively from 1986 to 1989. Plutonium in the The relationship of 239DU concentration and both
upper eight centimeters of soft has been measured t_Cs and 7Be indicates that during the period of
every yearsince 1974. The plutoniumcontentof soil measurements, 1974-1989, there is a significant
is a good measureof the integrateddeposition, contributionof fallout 239pU but little to indicate the

size of SRS contribution.

Atmospheric Concentration Figure4.5 shows the temporalpatternfor SRS 238pU

releases and air concentrations. Once again, the air
Sources and SRS Concentrations concentrationwas measuredonly after 1974. During

this period, the temporal pattern of air concentration
Figure 4.4 shows the temporal pattern of the SRS is similarto that for239pu.This suggests that there is
2_pu releases and average air concentrationat the a significant contributionof fallout 23spu.However,
SRS perimeter sampling stations. The pattern of the relationship between 238pu and 137Cs is not as
fallout is approximately proportionalto the fission strong.
yield of nucleartest detonations. SRS releases are in
curies of 239DU. Air concentration measurementsare In both cases, the analysis of temporal variationdoes
available since 1974. The airconcentrationestimated not show evidence of the effect of SRS releases but
from measured 137Csmeasurementsis also shown, does indicate a relationshipto fallout. Unfortunately,
The agreement between 239pu measurements and the periods of the largest SRS releases are not
13_Csmeasurements suggests there is a significant includedin the recordof airconcentration.
contribution of fallout plutonium to the 239DU

---4..-- Mr Cone., aCi/cu m -=,w=- SRS Release, CI '

Ca 137Eat.aCl/m at
SRS Relemes,CII I00 _ _ AirCon.aCl/cumCs 137Fit.aCl/cum

--.-m--Be7,;OFcu. _ 1, _:_ Be T,pCI/cum.lOi I i Bomb/lO

l I4 I

t , f,'
I i a,

2] Ii It '
I is It'

1 d ':"
..... 0[ _- --i _ "- . .......
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Year Year

Figure 4.4. Comparisonof 239puAir
ConcenwationandSources

Figure 4._. Comparisonof 238pu Air
Concentrationand Sources



Assessment of Plutonium in the Samnnah River Site Environment

5 , The lines on the illustration show the slope of the
decrease in concentrationas distancefrom the source
_. Theoryindicates this slope shouldbe close

4 • to -1.0 if the decreaseis causedsolely by the dilution
of the release in a largervolume of air as it moves

away from the source. As shown by Murphy(1991),

3 near the source, the slope is decreased by the• existence of a backgroundlevel unrelatedto distance
2' and by the _ of vertical mixing as the plume

moves away from the source. In the case of tritium
i (Murphyet al. 1991), the slope was -0.76 over a five-
'_ 1 m - • "_ " yearperiod. In both isotopesof plutonium, the slopes

- Ia __._ aresomewhatgreaterthan for tritium,indicating thatthe concentrationis decreasingfaster thanaccounted
0 ...... , - for by dilution. The most likely cause of the

-2 0 2 4 6 additional decrease is deposition of some of the
in[Distance (km)] plutoniumonto the surfaceof vegetationand the soil.

Figure 4.8. shows the distributionof slopes for the

Figure 4.6. 2_Pu Air ConcentrationVersus years when air measurements were made. All the
Distance from SRS Source measurementshave negative slopes. The slopes for

238puare somewhat more negative than those for
Concentrations and Distance from SRS 239pu.This canbe explainedby the lower background
Sources for 23Spu in the measurements. From these

measurements, it is clear that there is a measurable
Figures4.6 and4.7 illustratethe relationshipbetween influence of SRS releases on plutoniumconcentration
239pu and 23Spuaverage annual concentratio_ and in thevicinity of the releases. Notice thatbothfigures
distance from the primary source of each isotope show much less slope between the most distant
(98% of 23SPureleases are from H Area and 81% of measurementpoints, which are at the site perimeter,
239pureleases are fromF Area).These measurements, and the outermost measurement stations. This
for the years between 1986 and 1989, show a clear indicates that while there is clear evidence of SRS

in air concentration with distance from the releases on the basis of air concentrations, it is less
sourceof the SRS releases. Tnis is also evident in the clear how large this influence is outside the site
data for most years between 1974 and 1981, even perimeter.
thoughmeasurementswere madeat fewer locations.

$
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m 3

" ' |1

. 0
-2 0 2 4 6 -1.1-1.4-1.2-1-O._-O.f-O.l-0.2 0
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Figure 4.7. 23sPu Air Concentration Versus
Distance fromSRS Source Figure 4.8. Distributionof Slopes for

PlutoniumIsotopes Air
ConcentrationVersus Distance
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Chapter 4. Plutonium Concentration and Transport Mechanisms

Isotopic Ratiosof Atmospheric Deposition RateConcentrations

Figure 4.9 illustrates the spatial variation in the Atmospheric plutonium is associated with suspended
isotopic composition of plutonium around the SRS. particles. The size of the particles has a significant
The period between 1974 and 1981, and between influence on the deposition of plutonium on
1986 and 1989 are plotted separately. There is a clear vegetation and other surfaces. Large particles, with
decrease in the 238pU contribution to the plutonium high settling velocities, fall from the air under the
concentration with distance from the major source of influence of gravity. The larger the particle, the
23spu (H Area). At the outermost sampling stations, greater the rate of deposition. Small particles, with
the mean 238pu fraction approaches that of diameters less than one micrometer, are kept
atmospheric fallout. This is both confirmation that the suspended by turbulence in the air. Smaller particles
contribution of SRS to the atmospheric plutonium ate deposited by impaction on surfaces, such as
concentration extends beyond the site boundary, and vegetation. The efficiency of penetration through the
an indication that the influence of SRS decreases fluid boundary layer of a surface is very low for

significantly as distance from SRS increases. The particles about one micrometer in diameter. Particles
deClV.,ase in the 238pU ratio during the period from of very small diameter actually deposit on surfaces
1986-1989 is not as clear as it was during the earlier somewhat more rapidly because of "Brownian"
period, although the measurements certainly indicate diffusion. This leads to minimum deposition of
an effect of the SRS. The lack of a smooth particles with diametersnearonemicrometer.
relationship with distance from the source is probably
caused by the larger relative effect of measurement Studies of plutonium bearing particles in SRS stack
and sampling error caused by the lower plutonium releases indicate that the particles are not pure
concentrations found in the atmosphere during this plutonium or plutonium oxide, but particles of other
period. The trend toward a larger fraction of 238pU composition which contain some plutonium (Sanders
during the later period may, as it suggests, be an and Boni, 1980). The distribution of plutonium
indication of a larger proportion of plutonium from activity by particle size has been measured in the
SRS sources. This is the result of proportionately less stack and at the ground at two locations at different
fallout plutonium in the later period, even though distances from the release point (Gay and Watts,
SRS releases were also less during that period. 1981). In the stack (Carlson et al., 1983) and at the

ground surface location nearest the stack, the
distribution had peaks at the largest- and smallest-size

l.O i -- 1974-1981 ] particles measured. The distribution at the furthest
S I'" &'" 1986-1989 ] distance from the stack did not have the peak at the

0.8 &,, ,_,/, _ i large-diameter end of the distribution (Figure 4.10).
_ _ m I

! stm,

o.4 .go.6
' 0 g Away from Stack

0: 0.4

0.3
0.0 ....... , ....... -, ...... -, .......

.1 1 10 100 1000 0.2 I .,-'"*
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Figure 4.9. The Fraction of 238puin 6.1

Atmospheric Plutonium as a
Function of Distance from this SRS 0.0
Source 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Partide Size, _tm

Figure 4.10. Distribution of 238Pti Activity as a
Function of Particle Diameter
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AssessmentofPlutoniumintheSavannahRiverSiteEnvironment

The most probable cause of the change in the SRS is the source of some fraction of the plutonium
distribution shape is deposition of the larger particles deposited around the Site. As was the case in the air
between the stack location and the second location, concentration measurements, the 23Spu fraction
Any deposition rate for plutonium must be interpreted suggests that the contribution of the SRS, compared
in terms of an integrated average of the deposition to the contribution due to fallout, decreases with
rate of the different size of particles carrying the distance from the site perimeter.
plutonium.

As shown in Figure 4.3, deposition is correlated with Soil Concentration
air concentration. This is reasonable because the

deposited plutonium comes from the air above the Soil Concentration and Distance from SRS
deposition collector. Because of this relationship Sources
between air concentration and deposition, one would
also expect a relationship between the amount of The amount of 238puand 239pU in the top 8 cm of soil
deposited plutonium and distance from the SRS has been measured at the same sampling sites since
source. This is the case for the deposition data 1974. The soil concentration is a measure of the
collected between 1974 and 1981 when data was cumulative deposition over the period before each
collected at a sufficient number of stations to allow measurement. Since the great majority of 239pU Was

analysis. The distribution of deposition versus released in a single year, 1955, and the majority of
distance slopes is shown in Figure 4.11. The 23apu was released in 1969, the soil deposition
magnitudes of the slopes are very much like those actually is almost entirely a measure of deposition
shown previously for air concentration, The 235pU during the years of the greatest releases. The annual
fraction of the deposition also is very much like that measurements, all made after the majority of the
found for air concentration with one exception releases, are actually a succession of samples of the
(Figure 4.12). The 23gpU fraction at the most distant deposition from these releases. Therefore, the
set of sampling locations is greater than expected, measurements do not show the steady accumulation
There is no explanation for the discrepancy in the of plutonium isotopes in the soil that would be
238pu fraction at the most distant sampling location, expected if a steady accumulation had taken place
however, this fraction is based on only three over theperiodofmeasurement.
measurements because the stations were not sampled

in every year. In summary, the deposition Pinder and Paine (1980) have analyzed the source of
measurements are consistent with the air variability for soil plutonium samples and concluded
concentration measurements for the same period. The 0.6

i

I._12,39pu 0.5.
J= 4.
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Figure 4.11. Distribution of Slope of Plutonium
Deposition as a Function of the
Distance from the SRS Release Figure 4.12. Fraction of 23spu in Deposition
Point Versus the Distance from the S RS

Source
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Chapter4.PlutoniumConcentrationand TransportMechanisms

that most of the variability is due to distance from the 0.4 ........
source with additional variation due to topography
and other local phenomena. The plots of soil
concentrations versus distance from the primary 0.3
source of each isotope, illustrated in Figures 4.13 and
4.14, clearly show the effect of distance from the

source. The slopes of these, plots are in the range _ 0.2
expected from the air concentration and deposition
data presented previously, though it should be
remembered that the slopes are characteristic of the
years of greatest release of plutonium-years when no z, 0.1
air concentration or deposition measurements were
made.

0.0 ....... -, ...... • ........ , ......
. 1 1 10 100 10o0

t

Distance (km)

a

, Figure 4.15. 23Spu Fraction in Soil as a Functionof Distance from SRS Sources

' Figure 4.15 shows the 238pu fraction in soil
_, plutonium. The same pattern is present as for air

•, concentration and deposition. The following analysis

t "!• is presented to estimate the contribution of SRS
., plutonium at the site perimeter.

= • - • - • - • - • •

Summary of Air Concentration and
. , _ 3 4 s 6 Deposition

_"_ Flgur
e 4.13. 239puDeposition in Soil Versus

Distance from the SRS Source Comparison with Earlier Work

In the early 1970s, the DOE Office of Health and

Environmental Research funded a transuranic

_3 program to investigate the dispersion andE • environmental cycling of plutonium and the other
.¢ I • transuranic elements in the SRS environment (Corey

? I1 et al. 1981). Other aspects of this research will be
summarized in this report. The results of studies of

.t-i .-"--- I soil deposition, deposition to rain gages, deposition to-_ sticky paper, and air concentration indicated a slope
1 ! I of decreasing concentration with distance from the

-3_ source of -1.3 (Horton and Gay 1982). This slope is

somewhat higher than the slopes shown here for air
concentration, deposition, and soft concentration. Part

.s of the difference can be explained by the subtractione 1 2 3 4 5 6
of the plutonium background from the measurements

inlDlstance (km)! in Horton and Gay before the analysis of the slope.
Subtraction of the the background determined in the
earlier part of this section will move the slopes closer

Figure 4.14. 23apu Deposition in Soil Versus to the value of -1.3.
Distance from SRS SourceSoil

Isotopic Ratios However,slopes measured near the facilities seem to
be greater than those measured at greater distances,
even after correction for background. This can be
explained if there is a fraction of the plutonium

,3xo4so.Kwo 4-9
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associatedwith heavierpanicles, which aredeposited representedby thecurvescan be used to estimatethe
near the source anda fractionassociated with lighter air concentration of plutonium isotopes at a given
particles, which would dominate the slope of the distance from the SRS release point forperiods when
curve further from the source. This conjecture, measurements are not available.This has been done
alreadycorroboratedby the panicle-size distributions to determinethe averageandannual variationsin the
shown in Figure 4.10, can be further tested with a effect of the SRS on the plutoniumair concentration
computational model of plutonium dispersion and at thesite perimeter.
deposition.

The contributionof fallout plutonium has also been

Simple Model Estimatesof the Dispersion estimated.The2_gpufailoutisestimatedfromtheairconcentration at the furtheststations from the SRS
and FateofSRSPlutonium when this is available. If there were no
The model used in this analysis assumes that the measurements available, the fallout was estimated
radial average plutonium isotope concentration from the relationship to 137Cs fallout at the same
decreases at the same rate as measured tritium stations (See Hayes et al., 1992 for atmospheric
concentration(see Murphyet _1.,1991) when there is concentration estimates near the SRS). The 238pU

no deposition. The dispersion will producea slope of fallout was estimated from the fraction of 238F_1 in
a somewhat greater rate when the deposition is fallout. The fractionwas assumed to be 0.01 before
present. The total dispersion is computedas the sum theSNAP burn-up.After1964, the 23spufractionwas
of two curves. The first representing a fraction of derivedfrom the ratiosin Figure4.2.
large-size particles which result in a concentration
depletion curve with a slope of -1.3. The fractionof The results are shown in Figures 4.16 and4.17. The
large-size particleswas estimatedto be 0.2, based on air concentration of 239punormally is dominated by
the data shown in Figure 4.10. The rest of the fallout. There are two years when the SRS
particles are assumed to be small and disperse with contribution is a little greater than the fallout, both
the same concentration-versus.distance slope as after the highest falloutperiod has passed. The only
measuredtritiumair concentration(about -0.76). The yearwhen SRS 239puwas the majorcontributorto the
composite curve has a slope of about 1.0 over the atmosphericplutoniumcontributionwas in 1955. The
distance from 5.0 to 100 km, which is similar to the integratedcontributionof the SRS to the 239Pu at the
curves for soil concentration shown previously. The site perimeter is 56%. This compares to 68% based
relationshipbetween releases and airconcentration on the soil isotopic composition.

,0ooo - !I.----41---- Fallout

I ""'

g loo " lO

o ' +. j1_40 1950 1_60 1_70 1_80 l 0 < .01 w • • J • , • l
Year 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Year

Figure 4.16. Influenceof Fallout and SRS

Releases on 239puAir Figure 4.17. Comparisonof Influenceof Fallout
Concentrationat the Site Perimeter andSRS 238Puon Air

Concentrationat the Site Perimeter
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The SRS releasesless 238Puthan239Pu.However, the The result of the analyses presented in this section
amountof 2_Pu fallout is also lower. For this reason, indicate:
the contributionof 2_Pu from SRS sources is almost

always greater than fallout. The SRS contribution • the SRS sampling network has been capable of
being about60% of thetotal 238Puin theair atthe site monitoring the effect of SRS releases on the
perimeter over the entire period of SRS 23sPu concentrationof plutonium isotopes released by
releases. This agrees well with an analysis based on SRS.
isotopicratios in the soil. • SRS has been a significant contributor to

plutoniumin the atmosphericenvironmentat the
In addition to predicting isotopic ratios that agree site perimeter.
with measuredvalues,the model predictsthat30% of • Most of the SRS contribution is attributedto the
the plutoniumreleased fromSRS sourcesis deposited single years immediately after startup of SRS
on the site. This agrees reasonably well with the plutonium facilities. For the other years of SRS
integrated soil concentration as determined by operation,the contributionof SRS to atmospheric
integration of the deposition curve (Carlson et at., plutonium has been equal to or less than fallout.
1983). The SRS contribution to the total plutonium air

concentration is less than 10% at the four most
distantsamplinglocations (anaverage distance of
155kin) for the years 1974-81 and 1986-89.

• The combinationof SRS and falloutplutoniumto
the atmosphere is small comparedto fallout from
other radionuclides, such as t37Cs, or from
naturally, occurring atmospheric radionuclides,

............ such as -'Be. ,................

Surface Water Transport

of plutonium and cesium (Holloway, 1981) which
Surface Waters on the Savannah River will be utilized in subsequentsections to estimate the
Site transportof plutonium when the concentrationsare

too small to beeasily measured.
Plutoniumtransportedby surface waterson the SRS,

originatedfromthreesources Lower Three Runs Creek

• falloutdeposited Lower Three Runs Creek has the second largest
• atmosphericreleases fromSRS drainageareaof streamson the SRS. Both P and R

operations reactorshavedischarged effluentsto the Lower Three
• directreleasesto streams Runs system. On the main SRS site, a large

impoundment, Par Pond (2,600 acres), was
Fallout deposited on the Savannah River watershed constructedin 1958 to provide recirculatingcooling
has been estimated at 55 Ci with a 238pu [239,24°pu water through P and R reactors. Several smaller
ratio of 0.04 to 0.18 (Hayes, 1980). Approximately ponds were built between the reactorsand ParPond
1.5 Ci was depositeddirectlyon waterimpoundments to provide additional cooling for reactor cooling
and 1.2 Ci was depositedwithin the boundariesof the water before it entered ParPond.The averagenatural
SRS. Atmospheric plutonium releases from SRS flow rate of LowerThree Runs Creekat the ParPond
operat/ons, includingunidentifiedalpha,have totaled dam is 1 m3/sec. From the Par Pond dam, the creek
about 3.8 Ci and direct releases to streams have flows 38 kilometersto the SavannahRiver.
totaled 0.6 Ci (Cummins. 1991). Several streams
have received cooling water from reactors and
process water from separationsfacilities, with about Upper ThreeRuns Creek
90% of the liquidreleases occurringin the separation UpperThreeRuns Creek is the largest on site with a
areas (F & H). A small fraction of the plutonium watershedof 540 km2, anaturalflow rate of 7 m3/sec,

entering the streams was transporteddirectly to the andalength of 40 kin. Effluents arereceived from M
Savannah River while most was deposited in stream Area and SRTC, and since 1988, the Effluent
beds, flood plains, or ponds and slowly released Treatment Facility in H Area has been releasing
offsite. There is a strong correlationin the behavior



treatedwater.There have been no significant releases 239,s40Puat all measuring points, just the reverse of
of plutonitunto Upper Three RunsCreek. fallout Pu ratios. This confirms that most of the

plutoniumcame fromSRS opcradons.

Steel Creek
Pen Branch

Steel Creekis 18 kmin length andhas a watershedof
90 km2. The naturalflow rate is 1 m3/sec, but was as Pen Branch has a watershed of 55 km2, is
high as 22 m3/sec when both P and L reactors approximately24 km long and has a naturalflow of
discharged cooling water to Steel Creek in the early 0.2 m3/sec. Once it reaches the Savannah River
1960s, P Reactor cooling water was diverted to Par swamp, the flow path becomes relatively undefined
Pond in 1964 andL Reactorwas shutdown in 1968, as it flows through the swamp parallel to the
then restartedin 1985. P Reactordisassembly basin SavannahRiverfor about 8 kmbefore entering Steel
watercontinued to flow to Steel Creek. L Lake was Creek. Pen Branch receives cooling water from K
built in 1985 to provide cooling for L Reactor Reactor.
discharges. Steel Creek travels about 3 km through
the Savannah River swamp before entering the
SavannahRiver (Murphy,1991). Site Stream Summary

Sediment samples taken from site streams (Alberts,
Fourmile Branch 1986) have been analyzed forplutoniumand isotopic

ratios determined(See Table 4-1). Fourmile Branch,
Fourmile Branch has a watershed of 57 km2, is Steel Creek, and Pen Branch have elevated ratios of
approximately 24 km long and has a natural flow of 23g[_239'240pu relative to fallout, indicating thatthese
0.14 m3/sec. It receives effluent fromF and H Areas streams have received plutoniumeffluent from site
and, until 1985, received cooling water from C operations.Both UpperThreeRuns andLowerThree
Reactor. Almost 90% of the plutonium and Runs show ratios similar to that of the Savannah
unidentified alpha released to streams from site River upstream of the SRS, indicating little
operationshas flowed into Fourmile Branch;for this contributionfromsite operations.Note thatthe ratios
reason, it has received more study.Concentrationsof do not indicate the quantity of plutonium released
plutonium in the water ranged up to 0.223 pCi/L from SRS operations, nor do they distinguish
while the same samples contained unidentifiedalpha between a liquid release and an atmospheric release
up to 1.340 pCi/L (Hoiloway, 1981). The which is subsequendy deposited on a streamdrainage
concentrationof 238Pu ex_ the concentrationof are&

I IIIII

Table 4-1. Sediment Sample PlutoniumIsotopicRatios (Alherts,1986)

Samp!in_ Location 2_Pu / 239'2'10[_1

UpperThree Runs(TreadwayBridge) 0.141

FourmileBranch(RoadA) 3.29

Steel Creek(Road A) 2.64

Pen Branch(RoadA) 1.84

LowerThreeRuns (RoadS-3-17) 0.167

SavannahRiver (Jackson) 0.189
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Table 4.2 contains an extensive llstin8 of stream
sediment data and indicates that the deposition of Savannah River
plutonium is not uniform in the sediments. In
addition,many of the samples are near oi"below the The Savannah River forms most of the border
lowerlimit of detectlon, re/lectln8 the small quanUty between Georgia and South Carolina and drains
of plutonium released as a liquid effluent. Prior to approximately 25,900 km2 in eastern Georsia and
1982, each dam point represents one analysis of westernSouthCarolina.The llow rateaverqes about
composited sediment samples from each location. 285 ms/see at Augusta and i_ to 340 m3/sec
From1982 on, duplicateandtriplicateanaly_ were downdver nearClyo, GA. Water fromthe Savannah
perf--. River is used at two wateru'ealn_nt plants, Beaufort-

JasperandPortWentworth.

I II II [ II ill III [111111IJI I II III .... _I I II -

Table 4-2, SedimentConcentration(pCi/gmdryweight of _SPu and23°.2'mPuin Creeks(Gladden!985).

Year Upper Four Pen Steel Lower
Three Mile Branch Creek Three
Runs Branch Swamp Swamp Runs
Mouth Swamp Mou_I Ill Jlllll[ll II iinilIlll [] II Ul IIl[l_ I I IIIIHIII I I Illllllllll Illl I I] II

1977 0.003 0.24 0.003 0.132 0.007
1978 0.006 0.12 0.02 0.09 0.04
1979 <.001 0.02 0.022 0.006 0.001
1980 0.004 0.085 0.02 0.004 0.002
1981 0.001 0.003 <.001 NA 0.001
1982 NA NA HA NA NA
1983 0.002 0.08 0.003 0.03 0.005

239.240pu
1977 0.014 0.092 0.004 0.04 0.011
1978 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.04
1979 <.001 0.012 0.021 0.046 0.003
1980 0.029 0.035 0.044 <.001 0.008
1981 0.004 0.002 <.001 NA 0.003
1982 NA NA NA NA NA
1983 0.007 0.11 0.02 0.04 0.001
NA=noanal_s!s,II I I IIII II I I I I I
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Tabb 4.3. SedimentCoocenlratiom(pCl/Ipmdrywei_t) of Pluloniumin the Savamah River Floodplain.

:Npu
1977 <.0006 0.0035
1978 <.0004 <.001
1979 <.0002 <.001
1980 0.003 NA
1981 <.001 0.001
1982 NA 0.005
1983 0.004 0.001
lyp._opu
1977 0.001 0.0015
1978 0.006 0.002
1979 0.002 0.001
1980 0.00S NA
1981 0,002 0.001
1982 NA 0.008
1983 NA 0.004

_NA= no annilsi
l/ II H I IIIll III III IIIIIII II IIIII II II I I III I J]llll I III IIIIIII III I IIIII I J ; IIJ I I

Table 4-3 shows plutonium concentrations tn were _ timeshi21__ tlumthe Savannah or Neuse,Savannah River floodplain sediments both upriver the elevatedratioof 3SPum ma_u in flw Savml
and downriverfrom the SRS (Gladden, 1985). In all indicated _al SRS release, were a conu'lbumr to
cases, the mcasurul values arenear the lowerlimit of plutonium in the estuary. Another study (Ooldber8,
detection and Lhere is little indication of SRS 1979) arguedthatthe elevated levels of =38Putn the
i_imSudou. Savannah River estuary resulted from aunosplieric

releases, ratherthan liquid releases, at the Savannah

Savannah River Estuary River s!i.

Several researchers have studied the levels of Hayes(1987) detmminedthat fallout was the primary
plutonium in the sediments of the Savannah River source of plutonium in the estuarine sediments, but
estuary. One of the earliest studies (Hayes, 1975) thata slightly elevated lilpu to ltt,l_Pu ratio could
compared the levels of plutonium in the Savannah representa small contribution from SRS operations.
River estuarywith levels in the estuariesof the Neuse Olsen (1989) found that fallout plutonium 8reaUy
andNewport rivers. Although levels in the Newport exceeded SRS plutonium in the estuary and
estuary,whichreceived plutoniumonly from fallout, accountedfor 755, of the total plutoniumas faras 30

kin upriverfromthe rivermouth.

I III I I III IM Illl III IIIIII I II IIII II II I I I IIIII

Groundwater Concentrations and Transport

established threegeologic andhydroleologlc systems
SItS Groundwater System or provinces on the site:1)crystallinebasementrocks

composed of metamorphic and intrusive igneous
The SavannahRiver Site lies on the AtlanticCoastal rocks; 2) well-induratedTriassic-aged sediments in
Plain about 20 miles southeast of the edse of the the Dunbanou Basin; and 3) the overlapping,weakly
Piedmont PhysiographicProvince.Tne CoastalPlain consolidated Cretaceous to Recent coastal plain
is underlain by a seaward dipping wedge of sediments.
sediments thatthins and overlapsthe crystallinerocks

of the Piedmont. Early investigations of the The crystalline basement rocks have very low
hydrogcology at the site, such as Siple (1967), pormeabilities. Water is stored primarily in the



frncturmandjoint, in tl_ rocl_. Tbe permeabilityof Increaws toward the touthe_t acrou _e site. At We
the Triassic rocks is also likely to be relative low. northwest_, the sedimentarysection is about
Two test wells drilled into the Triassicrocks showed 700 feet thick and it ts about i,400 feet thick at the
that thewater in these rocksare g_ andthat southeastern boundary (Fallaw, 1990). As more
the hydraulic beads of the waters are above land detailed information has become available the
surface.The origin of theovmpreutta_g is uncertain ttratlgmphicnames appliedto the various unitshave
but has been lcribed to osmotic pressurescrota the been modified based on the predilections of
overlying impermeable confining units (Marine, tucceutive inve,sUgaton. The principalaquiferson the
1974), site have frequently been named after the principal

formations,forexample, the BarnwellFormationand
Both the crystallinebasement rocks andthe Triassic the Barnweli Aquifer. As stratigraphicnames have
rocks are overlain by varying thicknesses of clumged, the names of the aquifers have also been
weaUxringresiduecontainingdegtad_ mineralsand changedas a result.
clay. Overlying theseold soils is a deposltlonal
blanketof indurated,poorly rafted clayey sediment* Figure 4.18 compares some of the changes that
of the Cape Fear Formation (Bledsoe, 1988). This occuned in the hydrostratigraphicnomenclaturesince
unitand theresidual mils hydraulicallysegmrateand the mid-1960s. The currently recommended
isolate the younger, sedimentarymaterialsfrom the nomenclature (Aadland et as., 1992) takes into
Triassic sediment* and the crystalline basement account the pmgreutive thickening of the aquifers
n_Ju. act'outthe site and the effectiveness of the confining

units that separate the aquifer units. The recent
The third hydrogeologicsystem is the Cretaceousand changes avoid tying the aquifer nomenclature to the
younger sedimentary rocks of the Coastal Plain lithostraUgraphic names and extend five existing
sediments. The sediments were largely deposited in hydmstratrigraphicnomenclature from surrounding
shallow marine and fluvial environments (Gohn, regions into the SRS.
1988). The thickness of the sedimentary units

.......... _iqiu rMpumgwu.q_rlq_nmnumgr_mlmg
lee? lee7 leeo leeo Ammrem,"..10e2
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Figure 4,1& Stratigraphic andHydrostratographicNomenclatureUsed on the SavannahRiver Site



At the base of the coutal plain sediments is an Tet_gy sediments receive local recharge andflow is
aquitardcompos_ of residual soils of the basement generally toward nearby s_ valleys. In general,
rocks and dense clays of the Cape FearFormation. flow at the watertableis towardminortribute/ca and
Overlying this confining unit are two aquifers in deeperT_ aqu/fen flow towardmajortributaries
Cretaceow sands (Aquifer IA and IB). These sands of the SavannahRiver. _ deepe_ aquifers at SRS,
are generally considered to be prolific water Aquifer System I. receive recharge in the outcrop
Woducen and are generally the source of water for areas of the cretaceoussediments to the northof the
water-supply wells on the site. They are separated site. Groundwaterflow beneath the site in System I

i from each other by the relativelyless pe_le beds is towardthe Savannah River.
thatmake upthe Black _ F_.

Over much of the site, the potentlometricsurface, or
The TerUary aquifers ate separated from the hydraulic "head" of the deeper aquifers in the
underlying Cretaceous aquifer units by confining Cretaceous sediments is higher than that of the
beds of the Black Mingo Group, especially the overlying Tertiaryaquifer (ChristensenandGordon,
Ellenton Formation. O1tthe Northwestern corner of 1983). This head reversal is an important
site. the separation b not as effective as m the characteristicof many of the wastedisposal areasand
southernIx_on. hasprovided protection to the deeperaquifen on the

site from downwardtransportof contaminants.
In the Southeasteru area, the Tenlary sectioncanbe Figure 4.19 ouUines the areas where there is an
divided into two separateaquifers, AquiferUnit IIA upwardhydraulicgradient across the confining units
(Formerly called the "Congaree Aquifer") and neartheCretaceous-Ten/aryboundary.
Aquifer Unit lIB (frequently referred to as the

Nt,wtbnton,

"Barnwell Aquifer" or "Watertable Aquifer"). The . ... ....) _,,. ,,aquitard or confining beds that separate these two
units is a glauconitic clayey zone of the McBean ,.,_]i _ '

,._,,o..,! !it /_ _i ii !I'Formation that is locally referred to as the "green _'f!llii ' "" _ i_' :' !_ _

clay."This clay pinches out andbecomes more sandy _: _ i_ 1O--NJ/" i! if! "_towardthenorthwest. 0 "" _z _ _ :_:_

In some areasof the site, it is necessary to modify the ___.._/_ _ i_i _ !__,.., 0hydrostratigra_ic nomenclaturedue tolocalchanges
in iithologies and topography.For example, in some 30/"__20
portionsof the site an aquitardunitreferredto as the

"tanclay"subdividestheuppermostaquiferintotwo vo,_t_:_ _,,,_0"_,,
separate zones, in southern ponions of the site, the .... ..- _(
"tan clay" unitis thin or sporadicand does not forma 9_"_'_" .|

consistentaquitard, r_,_,, o_Oow-w-d"_ _0 .._._."_

local topographicfeatures.The surfaceof the Atlantic o _ _ 3,4 _ *_
CoastalPlainat the site is a relativelyflat plateau(the A,t,,a*t,Osoe.19e7 ?
Aiken Plateau) that has been dissected by stream
erosion. The incision of the streamshas left relatively
isolated, flat-lying surfaces separatedby 90 to 125
feet deep streamvalleys. The depth to the watertable
below land surface varies from 0 feet, when it Figure 4.19. HydraulicHeadDifferences Across
outcrops in the streamvalleys or wedands, to a depth Confining Units Nearthe
of 125 feet below the remnant plateau areas. The Cretaceous/TertiaryBoundary
depth of the water table is usually controlled by the
elevation of the nearest tributary stream of the
SavannahRiver. At many localities on site the water
table is situated in Tertiarysediments of low water-
producingcapabilitiesandperched water tablesexist
sporadicallyacross thesite.

The direction of groundwater flow at any locality
may change or even reverse as one goes into
successively deeper aquifers. The aquifers in the

4-16 ._,,:0_o
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Plutonium in SRS Groundwater General Separations Area
Analyses have been performed primarily by alpha

General spectroscopy 113dfAermine 2_Pu, 239/24°Pu, and 242pu.
Alpha specu'oscopywas also used to determine24tPu

Groundwatermonitoringon the SavannahRiver Site during the period of 1989 to 1991. The 2'*tPuresults
is performed by the Environmental Monitoring using the alpha spectroscopy method were very
Section of Environmental Protection Department unsatisfactorydue to the low-level of precisionof the
using a system of wells that have been installed technique. The Environmental Monitoring Section i
around each of the facilities and especially around switched to the more reliable beta spectroscopy
each of the waste disposal areasor seepage basins, methods for 24tPu analysis; however, there are
The majority of these wells are sampled on a insufficient data currently available to access the
quarterlybasis and theresults reportedin the Annual extentof 24tPu misrationin groundwater.
SavannahRiver Site EnvironmentalReports.

Solid Waste Disposal Facility

Alpha Monitoring At the SavannahRiverSite, solid radioactivewaste is
Monitoringof the SRS groundwaterfor radioactive stored at the centrally located SWDF in the General
contaminantsbegan in the early 1950s. Grossalpha, SeparationsArea (Figure 4.20). The original 76 acre
nonvolatile beta, total radium, and tritium are burialsite, the "Old BurialGrounds",is designatedas
routinely monitored as the primary indicators of area043-E and operated between 1953 and 1972. A
radioactivity in groundwater. Plutoniumactivity is second area,a 119 acre site, designated643-7E, was
measuredon samples fromareas where plutoniumis opened to receive radioactivesolid wastes. Chapter3
known to have beendischargedor buried, of this document discusses the history and inventory

of plutoniumat this site.
The areas that are specifically monitored for
plutonium included several sites in the general The newer SWDF area sits on a water table divide.
separation area, the TNX area, and the A-Area The groundwaterbeneath about half of the 643-7E
seepage basins, areaand of theOld BurialGrounds, flows southward

towardFourmileBranch.Cn'oundwaterfrombeneath
the northernhalf of the 643.7E area flows toward
UpperThreeRuns.

OldF H
Seepage Area_

Basin F Waste N
Area Disposal _ad

ad l
H Seepage

F Seepage Basin Cre,
Basin

C o l(x)o 2000i ........ i I 1 I

Meters

Figure 4.20. Location Map of Waste Disposal Sites in theGeneralSeparationsArea
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northwestern comer of the site. Phospluue detergents
and complexing _ents such as EDTA were used to

In the Old Burial Ground, site 643-E, plutonium wash and decontaminate burial ground equipment
contaminated waste were routinely disposed of in (Ryan, 1983).
waste trenches until 1965. After 1965, retrievable
concrete containers were used for the burialof alpha Follow up studies by Ryan (1983) and by Mclntyre
emitting wastes. The estimated inventory of andWilldte (1988) have shown continuingevidence
plutoniumin the SWDF is shown in Table 3-9. of minor amounts of plutonium in the groundwater

beneath theSWDF (see Table 4.4). Elevated levels of
................... 2_Pu in monitoring wells C-15 and C.17 were

Tabk4-4. Comparisonof Plutonium attributed to the contaminated solvent spill by
Concentrationin BurialGnmnd Mclntyre and WUhite (1988). Samples from wells
MonitoringWells between 1980 and nearthe decontaminationstation (wells A-3 andC-l)

show decreasedlevelsof mPu in 1986compared to
1986 samplestakenin 1980.

(After Ryan, 1983 andMclnWreand Wilhite, 1988)

.... General Separations Area Seepage Basins
Gross

Wen Alpha 2_Pu (pCi/L) 2_'Pu (pCi/L) During the period of 1954 to 1988, seepage basins
ID 1980t 1980t 19862, , !,9801 19862 were usedon the SavannahRiverSite for the disposal

............................................. of waste water that contained low concentration

A-3 (0) 11 0.1 0 0.04 levels of chemicals and radionuclides. Several of
these basins were located in the General SeparationsA.9 (1) 0 - 0 -

C-I (0) 4 0.16 2 0.03 area near the F- and H.Area facilities (see Figure
C-3 (1) 2 0.34 0 0.16 4.20). The first seepagebasinon site was constructed
C-15 (8) 2 0.2i 2 12.1 in 1954 just north of the F Area; however, the
C-17 (i2) 0 0.66 0 64.5 seepage rate was inadequateto handle the increasing
B-13 (1) 0 0.07 0 1.02 volume of wastewater coming from the F.Area
E.17 (0) 0 - 0 - facilities. Three additional basins were constructed
G-21 (33) 17 - 4 - south of F Area and received effluent during the
1-9 (0) 2 0.27 0 0.07 periodof 1954 to 1988.
1-13 (18) 2 0.47 0 0.01

1-17 (3) 2 0.08 0 0.01 F Area Seepage Basins

0 = Less ThanDetection Limit Water infiltrating from the F.Area seepage basins
- = Well Not Sampled encountersa perched watertable 15 to 25 feet below
1 FromRyan, 1983 the surfaceand then a normalwater table at a depth
2 FromMclntTreandWilhite11988 of 60 to 65 feet below the land surface.Flow of water

at the water.able aquiferis toward Four Mile Branch
at a rateestimatedto be about0.5 feet/day(Stone and

Groundwaterbeneath the site has been monitored Christensen,1983). The water infiltratingfrom these
since 1956 (Ryan, 1983) by a series of wells within basins produces a plume that can be identified in
the SWDF and by perimeter wells surroundingthe monitor wells by its high conductivity and tritium
enclosed area. Two areas of this site have had values.
groundwatercontaminationby Plutoniumas a result
of activity incidental to plant operations. According Stone and Christensen (1983) reviewed the then
to Ryan (1983), approximately 200 gallons of available groundwaterdata and found only tritium,
contaminated TBP-Kerosine were released to the 9°St, and uranium to be notably mobile in the
groundwaterin 1971 whena drymonitoringwell was subsurfaceat this site. Studies have _,em conducted
mistakenfor a solvent storagetankheader.To clean- on the accumulation of metals and radionuclides in
up the groundwater,about 250,000 gallons of water the soils beneath the seepage basins (Corbo et al.,
were pumpedfroma nearbycontaminatedwell to H- 1987). Plutonium appeared to be relatively tightly
Areaseepage basins, bound to soil constituentsand largely confined to the

upper 20 cm (8 inches) of soil beneath the basins
(Gordonet al., 1987).

A second potential source of plutonium in
groundwaterbeneath the Old Burial Grounds was a
decontamination station that was operated in the



Ch_ter 4. Plutonium Concentration and Transport Mechanisms

The H Area Seepage Basins path from the seepage basins thus appears to beextremely limited, based on current information.
The four seepage basins in this area covered an area
of 42,700 m2 and were in use between 1955 and
1988. The majority of the liquids discharged to the TNX Seepage Basins-CMX/TNX Seepage
basins contained low-level radioactivity and Basins

chemicals from the H-Area Separations facility. The The primary purpose of the TNX area is to run pilot-
purpose of the basins was to use the soil columns to scale testing of chemical processes and related
delay the release of tritium, allowing for longer activities. Several waste disposal sites have been
decay, and to retard the migration of other active in the TNX area. Two seepage basins that are
radionuclides. In addition to the low-level no iong_ used lie near the area boundaries and there
radioactivity, the effluents to the basins contained exists an old burial ground (Figure 4.21). The old
metals, including mercury and cadmium nitrate in the seepage basin operated from 1958 to 1980. This basin
form of HNO3 and NaOH (Killian et al., 1987). ceased receiving waste water in 1980. In 1981, a

breach was opened in the westernwall of the basin
Release of plutonium to the basins is estimated at 2.4 and the impounded water in the basin was drained
Ci of 23SpU and 2 Ci of 239pu(Cummins et al., 1991). into the adjacent wet lands (Christensen and Gordon,
In 1984, 1 meter soil cases were taken from the 1983). The old basin was then backfilled with a sand
bottoms of the basins and analyzed (Carbo, et al, and clay mix and capped with clay.
1985). The plutonium concentration ranged from less
than detection limits to 2,200 pCi/g 23Spuand 11,000
pCi/g 239pu.Over 90% of the radioactivity, excluding
tritium, was found in the upper 30 cm of the soils,
indicating that the soils were effectively trapping the
low-level wastes and plutonium. The basins were
closed in 1988 and have since been capped.

Though in close proximity to the F-Area basins, the
hydrogeology at the H-Area basins is distinct. The
depth of the water table beneath the H-Area basins is
only about 20 feet, and the basins are located closer _ _'-_

to the groundwater discharge zone along Four Mile _Branch. Much of the groundwater flow in this area
appears to occur in narrow, high permeability

channels in the sediments. While a small percentage D Area
of the seepage basin waters penetrate into a deeper
aquifer, the majority migrate to an outcrop of the
water table, or "seepline" above Four Mile Branch
(Figure 4.20).

Groundwater monitoring in H Area for radioactive

parameters has been conducted since the basins were Figure 4.21. Location of the Old TNX Seepage
placed into operations. The level of gross alpha Basins
activity in the ground water is generally less than 15

pCi/L, the drinking water standard. Detectable levels Plutonium is not known to have been discharged into
of 23spu and 239/24°Puare sporadically reported from any of the TNX Area seepage basins. Plutonium
monitoring wells near the seepage basins. These activities above the detection limits have been

reported values are generally well below the proposed reported occasionally for groundwater samples taken
drinking water standards for 23spu and 239/24°pu and from the vicinity of the basins. This data is not
usually do not show up in subsequent quarterly consistent and no conclusions can be drawn for the

reports. _ occurrences.

Data on water discharging at the seepline along
Fourmile Branch, down gradient from the basins, SRTC Seepage Basins
were collected in 1988 (Haselow et al., 1990). 238pu

The four Savannah River Technology Center seepage
alK!239/240pU values were less than 1 pCi/L. Transport basins are located in the northwestern section of the

of Plutonium to surface waters via the groundwater site about 3,200 feet from the nearest site boundary

9jxo4so.uwo 4-19
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(see Figure 4.22). The first two basins were placed Although monitor wells installed around the basins
into service in 1954 and augmented with two have detected evidence of migration of contaminants
additional basins in 1958 and 1960, respectively from the basins during the fast and second quarters of
(Christensen and Gordon, 1983). The four basins are 1989, the activities of plutonium were low. The
connected via overflow channels. While in operation, maximum 2_Pu activity was 4.4 + 1.4 pCi/L and for
they received low-level waste effluents not exceeding 239rumpu,12 :!: 1.0 pCi/L. Both values were below
100 d/m/ml alpha from the SRTC. Liquid wastes proposed drinking water standards and were not
exceeding 100 d/m/mi were diverted for holding tank confmned in later sampling of the wells.
and transportedto the F-Area evaporators (Stone &
Christensen, 1983). Cummins, et al., 1991, estimated There are several plausible explanations for these
that approximately 8.9 x 10 .3 Ci of 7.3spuand 2.95 x observations including capture of colloidal
10 -3 Ci of 239/'24°Pu were discharged 113 these basins, plutonium-bearing particles during sampling,
Shallow cores and grab samples taken from the migration of a "front" of plutonium-bearing water
bottoms of the SRTC basins indicate that mostofthe past the sampling point, or even laboratory or
plutonium in the basins is retained in the upper two sampling error. More recent sampling at the same
feet, especially in Basins 1 and 2 (Bransford et al., wells indicate plutonium activities below detection
1988). limits in groundwater near the SRTC basins.

"//_R Groundwater Samples
,.. -.. _ ," LSeepage Basins Reactor Areas SeepageBasins
_ ALea_-D'I In the five reactor areas on the site, earthen basins

were used both as seepage basins and containment
basins. The historical use of these basins is described

in Chapter 3, Table 4-5 shows the number of each
type of basin at the five reactor areas. The seepage
basins received low-level radioactive purge waters
from the reactor disassembly buildings. Originally,
the purge waters were pumped directly to the basins
before the use of sand fdters and mixed-bed deionizer

_ _ were introduced during the 1960s. While

approximately 20 different types of radionuclides
have been sent to these basins, the bulk of
radioactivity is from decay of 3H, 9°Sr, and 137Cs
(Stone and Christensen, 1983). Alpha activity was
determined on discharges though, with exception of
R-Area basins, specific alpha emitters were not

Figure 4.22. Location of the M-Area Settling Basin routinely determined. Table 4-5 shows the activity of
and the SRTC Seepage Basins radionuclides estimated to have been discharged to

the reactor area seepage basins.

The water table is more than 100 feet below the level

of the seepage basins and below the level of the Table 4-5. AlphaActivity Dischargedto ReactorSeepage
nearby, unnamed dry tributary channel of Tims Basins. Data on Activities from Hetrick and
Branch. The confining beds found in the shallow Martin(1989).

aquifers elsewhere on the site are either absent or Seepage Containment Alpha 239/2_u

ineffectual in this locality and recharge to the Reactor Basins Basins Emitters (Ci)
underlying Cretaceous formations is probably
occurring in the vicinity of SRTC (Strom and C-Area 3 1 3.8x10"3 -

Kaback, 1992). K-Area 1 1 2.2x10-2 -
L-Area 1 1 2.3x10"3 -
P-Area 3 1 1.0xl0 "2 -
R-Area 6 0 - 3.0x10"l
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Chapter 4. Plutonium Concentration and Transport Mech_nism:¢

In R Area, the majority of alpha activity sent to the sporadically reported for samples both near basins
basins resulted from the failure of an experimental where plutonium has been discharged, such as at the
fuel element during a calorimeter test during the fall TNX seepage basins.
of 1957. An estimated 3 x 10"1 Ci of 239pu was

discharged to basin No. 1 as a result of the accident. Plutonium is reliably reported in groundwater
This basin was backt'dled, covered with asphalt and a beneath the Old Burial Grounds. This plutonium is
clay dike consum_d around the perimeter to contain apparently related to the 1971 solvent spill or to
the lateral migration of the radionuclides from the operations at the decontamination station. There is
site. some evidence to believe that even at this site,

plutonium is closely associated with, or sorbed to,
Alpha radioactivity in groundwater monitoring-well soil particles or suspendedcolloids.
samples around the retention basins is low usually

below I pCi/L, even in the R Area. Isolated spikes in Table 4-4 shows both the 1980 gross alpha and the
gross alpha activity have been reported in the annual results of the alpha spectroscopy analyses. In several
environmental reports; however, these appear to be cases, the alpha activity is lower than the plutonium
analytical artifacts and not attributable to transport of activity. The gross alpha measurements were made
plutonium to groundwater from the R-Area basins, after the samples had been left undisturbed for 48

hours and solids and colloids had been allowed to

settle from the solution, presumably removing
Summary and Environmental Assessment plutonium or other alpha emitters from solution in the

process. Alpha spectroscopy was performed by
Release of plutonium to the groundwater contrast on unfiltered acidified aqueous samples
environment has largely been through discharges of (Mclntyre and Wilhite, 1988). Acidification has the
low activity liquid wastes to seepage basins; the effect of dissolving colloids, such as iron and
majority to F- and H-Area seepage basins. In the case aluminum oxyhydroxides, and of desorbing metals
of plutonium, seepage basins appear to have trapped from sorption or exchange sites on solids. These
and retained the majority of the radionuclides in the differences in sample preparation methods may
upper 2 feet of soil. Monitoring plutonium activity in explain the disparities in the analytical results and
the groundwater in the vicinity of the seepage basins confirm to the expected high degree of retention by
has yielded very inconsistent results. 238pu or soilparficles.
239/24°pu above detection limits have been
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Chapter 5. Environmental Plutonium Research by the

Savanah River Ecology Laboratory
Plutonium releases to the $R$ environment provide opportunities to study the
environmental behavior of this element. Before 1974, little was known about the transport
and fate of Pu in the environment. Starting in 1974, e'_ensive studies of Pu in the
environment were begun at SRS, at other DOE sites, and at several universities. These
studies were coordinated through DOE's Office of Health and Environmental Research.
Studies at the SRS involved staff from the Savannah River Technology Center, the
Savannah River Ecology Laboratory, Argonne National Laboratory, and Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. The SRS studies were mostly involved with Pu behavior
in terrestrial agroecosystems and aquatic environments, such as Pond B. These studies
are described in greater detail in the following sections.
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Plutonium Behavior in Agroecosystems

Most studies of plutonium transport in terrestrial harvesting of the grains. Processes occurring in the
systems have considered only a single transport field include root uptake and translocation to grain
process (e.g., root uptake) or have occurred several and the interception and retention of deposition on
years after the airborne release of plutonium when vegetation surfaces, such as leaves. Processes
atmospheric deposition no longer was occurring. Few occurring in the combine include the transfer of
studies have determined the relative importance of plutonium from vegetation surfaces to grain surfaces,
root uptake, atmospheric deposition, and and the resuspension of plutonium-bearing soil
resuspension for instances of ongoing plutonium particles to grain surfaces.
release, Studies designed to compare the relative

intportance of these processes were conducted by This simple model reduces the relatively complex
Savannah River Technology Center and Savannah behavior of plutonium in agroecosystems to a set of
River Ecology Laboratory at field sites near the H- four parameters that may be easily estimated and
Area nuclear fuel chemical separations facility. The compared among systems. These four parameters are:
main objective of these studies was to compare and 1) Iv, the fraction of the yearly atmospheric
contrast the relative importances of root uptake, deposition of plutonium retained on the surface of the

atmospheric deposition, and resuspension in vegetation at harvest; 2) Tvs., the fraction of the
determining the plutonium contents of grain in wheat, retained plutonium transferred from vegetative
soybean, and corn crops, surfaces to grain surfaces during combining; 3) Uss.,

the fraction of the soil inventory absorbed by roots

These comparisons were made using a model of 239_U and translocated to grain; and 4) Rse, the fraction of
transfers in agroecosystems (Table 5-1) that the soil inventory of plutonium transferred to grain
summarizes the data from different crops into several surfaces by resuspension. Atmospheric deposition is
simple and easily estimated parameters which may be expressed as mCi m"2d't, and the soil inventory and
compared among crops. Plutonium transport is quantity of plutonium harvest are expressed as
modeled for processes which occur in the field (see mCi m "2. The effects of radioactive decay are
Figure 5.1), during the growth of the crop, and those negligible for 2391311and were oi_11_1 from the model.
which occur in the combine, during the mechanical

Table 5-1. Estimates of parameter values for the plutonium transfermodel presented in Figure 5.1. The
model parameters are

• I,, the fraction of the yearly deposition retained on the vegetation at harvest

• Tvs, the fraction of the plutonium on vegetation attributed to atmospheric deposition transferred to grain
during combining

• Uss, the fraction of the soil inventory absorbed by roots and translocated to grain; and
• Rss, the fraction of the soil inventory of plutonium resuspended to grain surfaces

The parameter values for wheat and soybeans are the means + standard errors for values computed for data from
Fields I and 2 (Pinder el al., 1989). The values for corn represent means and standard errors of values from
Fields 2 and 3.

Parameter Crop

Wheat Soybeans Corn

l, 0.030_ O.OOl 0.020-2:0.013 0.037:!: O.Ol1

T,,s 0.0045+ 0.0002 0.0021+ 0.0001. 0.00101:0.0001
U, t 9.9(+ 0.3)x10 "ll 5.7(+ 0.2)x10 "1° 7.3(:t: 4.1)x10 "l°
Rss 1.6(:t: 0.1 )x 10"7 7.4(+ 2.3)x 10"s 6.2(+ 6.2)x 10.9
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Avuom4mcm,mrrm depositionmu:sof 2ssPu:rid _40Pu for the fields
PlIU.D _.,OMIMNE were measured using tacky paper collectors (see

Corey a al., 1982, for details). The contributionsof
resuspension and atmospheric deposition on the

u0mt'rmu Vlmm'AT,_ plutonium content of crops and grains were

,_ dem'mined using the isotopic ratio (ISR) of 23ePuto2y_.240po.Atmosphericreleases were pdmm'ily:mPu,
l v, whereas the plutonium content of soil and

IMIWO. resuspeusionwere primarily2Y_a_Pu.
ROOT PO4MON

,m_rmx| pt,s A comparison of model parameters for wheat,
m,mm _m soybeans, and corn is presented in Table 5-I. Some

_nwrJlv parameters, notably Iv, arc similar among crops,
-.,--4 whereas others,suchasTvsandR.s,appearm differ

amongcrops.The estimate of Tvsfor corn is less than
FIBureS.I. A modclofplutonlum transpoctin for wheat and soybeans and probably reflects

agroecosystemsinvolving processes differences in the types of combines used to obtain
occurringwhile the crop is growing in grain. For wheat and soybeans, the combines clip
the field andwhen the crop is plants near the ground surface, and almost all the
mecJ_nleally harvestedusing a vegetation and surface plutonium inventories are
combine, takeninto the combine. In contrast, a corn combine

usually removes only the upperportionof the plants,
To estimate the parameters in the model, wheat, where the carsarc located. As a result, only aportion
soybeans,and corn were grown in agriculturalfields of the corn bionmssand surfaceplutonium inventory
morethan0.5 hectarein size and locatedwithin I km enters the combine. Thus, not all of the surface Pu
of H Area. Samples of soils, plant biomass, and contaminationis available to be transferredto grain,
grains obtained by harvesting the crops with and the Tvs values arc smaller. The mechanics of
commercial combines were analyzed for their combining also result in relatively low R,s for corn
contents of 23SPuand 239a4°pu.Detailed presentations grain.More resuspended soil and plutonium is taken
of methods and results for wheat, soybeans,andcorn into the combine when the combine headis nearer the
are given by McLeod et al. (1980), Adriano et al. soil surface. Thus,more plutonium occurs on the
(1982), and Pinderet al. (198%), respectively. The surface of grains of wheat and soybeans thanon the
atmospheric surfaceof corn grain.

i i ii i i i iiiii i iii

Table 5-2. The inventories of 239'240PU in components of the PondB ecosystem, the percentof the total inventory
of 11.6 mCi of 239_*)Puin thevariouscomponents,and the ratioof concentrationin biota to thatin
filteredwater.

Ecosystem Inventory Percentof Concentration
Component (mCi perpond) Total Ratio

Sediments 11.6 99.9
Water

Seston 3.0 x 10.3 2.6 x 10.2
Filtered 9.0 x 10.4 7.9 X 10 .3

Macrophytes 1.1 X 10 .3 9.1 x 10.3 4200
Benthic
Invertebrates 2.7x I0"s 2.3x I0"4 19000

Zooplankton 2.2x I0_ 1.9x I0"s 2200
FishI 4.9 x 10"7 4.2 x I0"s 1200

_Computedassumingthat allfish have thesame concentrationas largemouthbass
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Despite the differences in parameter values, the deposition likely will be the principalcontamination
relative contributions of atmospheric deposition, mechanism. Where Pu releases and deposition have
resuspension, and root uptake to the 23_pu occm'Rdin the past, resuspensionis likely to be the
concentration for grains were similar for wheat, predominantmechanism in moving Pu to grain crops.
soybean, and corn agroecosystems. The relative
importancesofatmosphericdepositlon, resuspension, These results imply some general conclusions
and root uptakeare compared in Figure 5.2, where concerning plutonium mobility in agroecosystems,
the 239Puconcentrationin wheat, soybean, and corn Where plutonium releases to the atmosphere are
grains are shown for a hypothetical scenario. The ongoing, atmosphericdifferences occurin the amount
hypotheticalscenario involves a nuclear facility that that resuspension exceeds root uptake because of
o_epuratesfor 30 years and deposits 2.7 pCi changes in the relative magnitudes of R,s and T,s.

m2 d"lonto fields thatalreadycontain2,000 pCi Resuspensionis much more importantthanuptakefor
2_Pu m"2because of global fallout. The values in wheatwhereRq is much greaterthanU,s. The Rq for
Table 5-2 arecomputedusing the model describedin corn is only slightly greater than the U,s;
Figure5.1 andthe ptuametervalues listed in Table 5- consequently, resuspension for corn is only slightly
2. Atmospheric deposition is much most important
for all crops. Resuspension is more important than greater thanuptake.
rootuptakeforeach crop.This occursbecauseI, was
>0.01 whereas _s and U,s were <0.000001 In addition to these large-scale studies of' " agroecosystems, other agricultural studies were
Resuspension was more importantthan root uptake performed to measure 1) adherence of plutonium-
because Rss was greater than Uss. However, bearing soil particles to tuber crops (Corey et al.,

[] A_c,_z []m_,mu, I _ 1983); 2) the deposition and resuspension of
,_rn_ u_mt plutoniumto othercrops such as tobacco(McLe_ et100-
- al., 1984b), and various Mead-leaf crops, such as

" - - lettuce,cabbage,turnips,andbroccoli(McLe(xlet al.,
1 - _ 1984a); and 3) root uptake of plutonium isotopes

. N _3 (Hersioff and Corey, 1978; Adriano, et al., 1981,

10"2" ,', _d _ 1986; McLeod et al., 1981). Other studiesat H Area

/ have 1) measured the retention time of plutonium

" I particles on plant surfaces (Pinder and Doswell,
104- _ 1985), the relationshipbetween canopy biomass and

104s ._ _ _ the fraction of plutonium deposition intercepted
WHEAT " S()YBEAN8 -CORN (Pinder et al., 1988), and the inhalationdose to

agriculturalworkersdisturbingandresuspendingsoil
--,u (Milham et al., 1976); 2) evaluated the accuracy of

NRC computercodes and other models to predictPu
Figure $.2. The 239pU Concentrations for grains transport in agroecosystems (Pinder el al., 1989a);

from wheat, soybean, and corn and 3) used plutoniumas a tracerto quantifythemass
agroecoystems as a result of of soil present on plant surfaces as a function of
atmospheric deposition, resuspension, heightabove thegroundsurface(Pinderand McLeod,
and root uptake for a hypothetical 1988, 1989b;Pinderet al., 1991).These studies were
scenario in which a nuclear facility supportedby research on the identification of sizes
operates for 30 years and deposits 2.7 and compositions of plutonium-bearing [,articles
pCi 239pu m'2d "1 onto areas already (Sanders and Boni, 1980; Gay, 1982) and rates of
containing 2,000 pCi m"2from global resuspensionof soil particles(Shinnetal., 1983).
fallout.

The Behavior of Plutonium in Pond B ..................

Although comprehensive studies of plutonium in too shallow, or too impactedby continuingoperations
aquatic systems have occurredin settling ponds and of nuclear facilities to be representative of more
containmentbasins, relatively few studies have been natural,large-scale aquatic systems. Where studies
performedon the dynamicsof plutoniumin the water have occurred in natural and semi-natural systems,
columns of natural or semi-natural lakes. Settling changes in the distributionof plutoniumwith timeor
ponds and containmentbasins usually are too small, waterdepthhavebeen attributedto particledynamics

.xo,Jo.wo 5.S
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of remobilizatton of plutonium from the sediments surfaceand deep waters develops in March. Surface
during periods of anoxta. Anoxta occurs in lakes, water temperatures in summer months approach
ponds, and reservoirs,especially in the southeastern 30°C, whereas temperaturesat 12 m seldom exceed
United States, during the summer, when the water 15°C. The watersbelow 9 m become anoxic in mid.
column is thermally stratifiedinto isolated zones of April. The waters from 6- 9 m deep become anoxic
wanner surface waters termed the epilimnion and in late April. Turnover and remixing of the pond
colder deeper waters termed the hypolimnion, occurs in late Octoberand early November. Studies
Biological activity in the isolated hypolimnion of plutonium behavior in Pond B have been
depletes theoxygen supplyand results in anoxla, The _ primarilywith
absence of oxygen and the occurret_.e of reducing
conditions allows remobilizatlon of Fe, Mn, tYtCs, , an inventoryof the plutoniumisotopes in
and other elements from the sedimentsm the waters the sediments,watercolumn, andbiota
of the hypoUnmion. (Whickeret at., 1990)

,, the seasonalvariabilityin the plutonium
Because of its size and depth (12 m), PondB shows contentsof the watercolumn.

an annualpatternof thermal stratificationand anoxia The studies of seasonal variability in plutonium
typical for southeastern reservoirs (Chimney et at., contents were conducted in conjunctionwith the staff
1985).This patternof stratificationand anoxia makes of Argonne National Laboratoryand concerned the
Pond B an ideal location for analyses of plutonium possible role of anoxic remobilizationin determining
behavior in aquatic systems. Stratification and plutoniumabundancein thewatercolumn.isolation of

Inventory of Plutonium in Pond B - - '

In 1983, studies were begun m determinethe amount was 0.9 mCi, and more than99% of this also was in
anddistributionof 239'240pu and 231pu in Pond B. The the upper15cm of thesediments.
basic objectives of these studies, as presented in
Whickeretal., (1990) were to Of the 239'240pu that was not in the sediments,

approximately 80% was in the water column and
• determine the inventoryof plutonium 20% was associated with the biota. The majorityof

isotopes in PondB (i.e., the Ci of the 239'240pu in the watercolumn was associatedwith
239a4°pu) seston (i.e., particles with diameters >0.45 ttm).

• determine the fractionof theinventory Within the biota,most of the 2_.24°Puwas associated
presentin the sediments,water,and with extensive beds of floating-leaved macrophytes
bioticcomponentsof the ecosystem thatsurroundthe pond in waters less than 5 m deep.

• comparetherelative mobilityof Because of the limited absorption of plutonium
plutoniumin foodchainsin Pond B to isotopes by plants, it is likely that theplutonium
thatin other aquatichabitats, associatedwith the plantswas present as sedimentor

seston particles adhered to the surface of theConcentrationsof plutonium were measured in the
sedimentsand the water.To determinethe inventory vegetation.
of plutonium in the biota, plutoniumconcentrations
were measured in samples of plants (primarily The distributions for 231pu not in the sediments
floating-leaved macrophytes), zooplankton; benthic generallywere similarto those for 239'24°pu (Whicker
invertebrates, such as insect larvae, and fish. The et at., 1990)except
mass of these biotic components also was measured
by differentsamplingprocedures(see Whickeret at., • a smallerfractionof the 238pu in the
1990, for details). Table 5-2 presents a summaryof watercolunmwas associatedwithseston
the biomassand 2y_a4°pudata. particlesand

• a greaterfractionof the 238pu was

The inventoryof 239'240pU in Pond B was determined associatedwith floating-leaved
to be 11.6 mCi. Almost all of this amount, >99%, was macrophytes.

present in the sediments. Sediment cores suggested Both of these exceptions appeared to be consistent
that most of the 239'24°pu in the sediments was with ongoing atmosphericdeposition of small 238pu-

contained in the upper15 cm. The inventoryfor 238pu bearingparticlesonto the pond surface (Corey et at.,
1982).These small particlesappear to accumulateon
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lead"surfaces (Whicker et at., 1990) andare _ range of concenu_Uon raUos previously reportedin
in the filteredfractionof the watercolumn (Pinderel _ Uterauue. The concentrationratios for 137Csin
at., in press). Pond B were also greater than those observed

elsewhere, which may be explained by the relaUvely
Thereappearsto be greatermobility of 2_.2_)u into low concentrationsof itsanalog element K in PondB
the biota of Pond B than other aquatic ecosystems, waters (Whicker et at., 1990). There is no similar
This is indicatedby the concentrationratios tnTable analog element forplutonium, and the reasonsfor the
5.2, which express the ratio of the concentration in relatively large _.2'mPu concentration ratios are
components in the biota to that in the filtered water, unknown.
All of the ratios for Pond B were nearor above the

Seasonal Variation In the Plutonium Contents of the Water Column

To determine the seasonal variability of the inventoriesareplotted as a functionof the timesince
plutonium content of the water column and to November 1, which is taken as the nominal date of
examine the possible role of anoxic remobilizationof turnover.The typical dates for the development of
plutonium from the sediments to the water, an stratification, March 10, and the onset of anoxia
extensive sampling of plutonium concentrations in below 9 m, April 15, are also depicted. The
the water column was begun from February 1983 inventories demonstrated a consistent annual cycle
through June 1987, The plutonium concentrations with maximum values occurring near the time of
weremeasuredinthesestonandfilteredcomponents stratification in March and minimum values
of the water at depths of 1, 4, 8, and >9 m during occurring near turnover. The consistency of the
various seasons of the year, and the data were annual cycle is demonstrated by the similarities in
expressed as inventoriesof plutonium, inventoriesamongdifferent years.

STRATIFICATtONI_' ',a.ONSET OF If remobiUzationof plutoniumoccurredat high ratesi ','_'ANOXtA duringperiodsof summeranoxiain a manner similar
'/ q lees to that for _3_Cs(Alber_ et at., 1979; Evans. et at.,

o.s- i , -lm4 1983; Alberts et at., 1987), then the plutoniumI
I • 190s inventoryofthe watercolumnwouldbeexpectedto

04 i'_: .1. show an annualcycle similar to tlmtfor '_Cs. with a
0.3 _ Ie minimum in early spring and a maximum in late

/#_l ._ ¢ _, summer or fall following the period of' • remobilization.Ratherthanshowing the annualcycle

5 ,-_/ m I , |4_4 expectedfor anoxic remobilization, the 239'240puo.1 • l inventoriesdemonstrateda cycle with a maximum in
I ,_ spring and a minimum in late summer and fall.
I Insteadof showingincreasesin inventories in anoxic

0.0- NI D Id 'I F I'MIk I M l dJ d _AI S'_O1 watersduringthesummer,the cycle is initiatedby
increases in the plutonium contents of oxic waters

MONTHS duringwintermonths.Moredetailedanalyses of the
MMilt t61 etAIk

Figure $,3. Inventoriesarecomputedfrom remobilization (see Pinder et at., in press) from
determinationsof 239.2_u concentrationsin turnoverto stratificationindicatedthat it occurredto
sestonand filteredwatercollected at 1, 4, 8, both surface and deep waters and involved an

increase in inventories of approximately 2.7 pCi
and>gin depths and plottedas a functionof 2_.24°Pu.This representstheremobiLizationof 0.02 ofthe timesince November 1, the nominaldate

the sedimentinventory.of turnover. Vertical lines demark the usual
datesfor the developmentof stratification
(March10) andthe onsetof anoxiain waters There are several possible causes for the winter
>gindeep(April 15). Standarderrors remobtlization of plutonium. The timing of the
(verticalbars)arepresentedformeans when remobilization suggests that resuspension of small
dataareavailablefrombothstations1and2. plutonium-bearing sediment panicles by bottom

currentsor wave action in near-shoresedimentsmay
be important. Greater bottom currents occur inThe annual cycle of the 239'24°pu inventories is

summarizedin Figure.5.3, where inventories(i.e., Ci) winter, when ponds are well mixed. Greater
are presented for the combined seston and filtered resuspensionmay occurnear shore in winterbecause
components for the entire water column. The of greater wave action when floating-leaved

.xo,lo._o 5.7
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ma_ytes ate less abundant(Kelly, 1989).Greater Anoxic remobilization is uJ88ested by observations
remobiltzaUon in winter could result from greater thatthe 239,2'*°Puconcentrationsin water9m deep ate
sediment-water exchanges in the Iow-pH waters greaterthanthoseat 8m.The greaterconcentrationin
(Bttrton,1986) thatoccur in the bottomof thepond in deeper waters suggests remobilizaUon and diffusion
winter, or greater phou.oxidaUon (Mudge, et al,, fromthe uxliments.
1988) of Pu (111,IV) associated with deeper light
penetration in winter months. Although the The model is defined by
remobiitzation processes occ_g in Pond B have

not been idenUfied, the net remobilizaUon of • I,, the fractionof the yearlydeposition
plutonium in winter montlut suggests thatprocesses retainedon vegetationsurfaces at harveuother than anoxic remobilization ate important in
determining the dynamic behavior of plutonium in • Tq, thefractionof plutoniumon

vegetation ua'faces transferredto grain
thewatercolumn, duringcombining

Although anoxic remobilization is not important in • Uq, thefraodonof the soil inventory
determiningthe annualcycle of 2-w_'t°Puin the water abeodw.dby rootsandtranslocatedto
column, there is some evidence thatit is occurring, grain

• R_ the frk-'tionof the soil invent(gyofThe plutonium inventories of anoxic waters in
summer do not decline. The large declines in the plutoniumresuspendedto grain.
plutonium inventories in Figure 5.3 in the summer Althoughresuspension is indicatedby a single vector,
months are limited to the surface oxic waters. The it probably involves two separate processes, which
relatively constant plutonium inventories occur in are described in the text. Atmosphericdeposition is
anoxic waters in the summer, suggesting some form expressed as mCi m"2y.l and the soil inventoryand
of continuing plutonium input. Possible processes quantityof plutonium harvestexpressedas mCi m"2.
include

• particle settlingfromsurfacewaters
where inventoriesaredecliningand

• anoxic remobilization,

i iii i i i ii i i i i i i i i tJ I f l i i i i
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Chapter 6. Assessment of DoseRisk for Savannah River
Site Plutonium Releases

This chapter describes the health impacts associated with exposure to plutonium. The
methodology used to produce dose estimates is presented. The results of a dose
assessment for plutonium releasesduring the 1954.1989 period are discussed.
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Relationship of Dose to Risk and Health Effects

dose of radiation,no matterhow small, might give
Ionizing Radiation rise to a cancer.On the other hand, there is no way to

be certainthata given dose, no matterhow large,has
Ionizingradiationis radiationthatstripstheelectrons caused or ultimately will cause a cancer in an
from the matter through which it passes. The individual.
interaction of ionizing radiation with biological
systems can inducea seriesof physicaland chemical
reactions that can cause permanentchanges in the Cancer Risk Estimates
genetic materialof cells. These changes (mutations)
may cause abnormal functioning within the cell or The most comprehensive estimates of cancer
leadto cell death, induction by exposure to ionizing radiation come

from studies of the atomic bomb survivors at
The nature of radiation-induced cellular changes Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Less definitive studies
depends on the magnitudeof the dose and the rate at include those of medical patients exposed to
which it is received. For the low doses anddose rates therapeutic and diagnostic radiation. Studies of
encounteredin the environmentfrom SRS releases, laboratoryanimals have increased the understanding
themost significanteffect, is cancerinduction, of dose effect ralationships. The International

Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has
This is believed to be a stochastic effect; i.e., an evaluated all of these studies and concluded that the
increase in dose increases the probability of the best estimate of lifetime risk of fatal cancer for
effect, but the severityof the effect is independentof members of the general population is approximately
thedose. 500 cases per 1,000,000 person-rem. This is

equivalent to one case per 2,000 person-remHCRP,
A characteristicof stochasticrisks is the absenceof a 1991).
threshold.In other words, it is conceivable thatany

Plutonium Exposure and Dose to Man

Distribution and Retention of Plutonium Plutonium Dosimetry
in the Human Body

In 1988, the DepartmentOf Energy issued internal
Plutonium is absorbed into the body through dose conversion factors to ensure that doses are
ingestion and inhalation. Absorption from the calculatedin a consistentmannerat all DOE facilities
gastrointestinal tract is low and most ingested (DOE, 1988). The factors are based on ICRP
plutoniumis excretedin the feces. Inhaledplutonium, recommendations(ICRP, 1979). These dose factors
which is deposited in the lungs, is slowly absorbed are used in conjunctionwith the models describedin
into the blood stream, the following section to calculate all the doses

reported in this document.

Ninety percentof plutonium in the blood is deposited
equally in liver and bone. A tiny fraction, about 0.02 Future changes are anticipated in the dose calculation
percent, is translocated to the gonads, where it methodology. The ICRP (ICRP, 1989), which
contributes to thegenetic dose. Plutoniumremains in recently issued age-specific dose factors for ingestion
the liver, with a biological half life of 40 years, in the of some of the more common isotopes is developing
bone, with a biological half life of 100 years and in age-specific dose factors for inhalation of
the gonads indefinitely, radioisotopes. In this document all individuals are

assumed to be adults.
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Models of Plutonium Transport and Dose

With the exception of tritium,most of the radioactive Modeling Atmospheric Dispersion of
materialscurrentlyreleased fromSRS havesuch low Radioactive Releases
concentrationsin theoffsite environmentthatthey are
not detectable by conventional monitoring The routine atmospheric transport of radioactive
techniques. Therefore, radiation doses to offsite materials from SRS is evaluated on the basis of
individuals and populations are calculated with meteorologicalconditions measured continuously at
mathematical models. These models use known seven onsite meteorological towers. The towers relay
transport mechanisms for atmospheric and liquid wind speed, direction, and atmospheric stability
releases and known majorpathways of exposure to informationat 1.5-second intervals to SRTC via the
man. Atmospheric and aqueous dispersion models WIND (WeatherINfcxmationand Display) system. A
periodically are verified using environmental databaseof this information containing the 60-min
measurementsof tritiumreleased duringnormalSRS average values for the period 1982-1986 is accessed
operations, by the dispersion codes to estimate downwind

concentrationsof releasedradionuclides.
The first models used at SRS for calculating offsite
doses were developed by the Savannah River The dispersion of an atmospheric release from the
Technology Center (Cooper, 1975). These models, SRS is modeled using XOQDOQ, which computes
MREM(atmosphericreleases)and RIVDOSE(liquid concentrations at ground level as a function of
releases), fu'stwere used in 1972. In 1982, MREM downwinddistance andcompass sector.At the user's
and RIVDOSE were replaced with the more option, the plume can be depleted as a result of dry
technologicallyadvanced modelscurrentlyin use. depositionand/_ radioactivedecay. Also at the user's

option, plume concentrations can be reduced by
SRS annual offsite doses are calculated with the takinginto account the upwarddisplacement of the
transport and dose models developed for the effluent resulting from thermal buoyancy and/or
commercial nuclear industry (NRC, 1977a; NRC, momentum effects. This option is not used at the
1977b). The models are implementedat SRS in the SRS, i.e., no credit is takenforplume rise.
following computerprograms:

The plume concentrationinformation generated by
Atmospheric Releases XOQDOQ then is used by the dose modeling

program GASPAR to estimate doses to offsite
• MAXIGASP: calculates maximum and average individuals and populations. GASPAR is used to

doses to offsite individuals estimatedoses froma numberof pathways, which are
• POPGASP:calculates offsite populationdoses illustratedin a generalsense inFigure 6.1.

Lkluid Releases The doses estimated by GASPAR are reported on a
pathway-specificbasis as follows:

• LADTAP XL: calculates both maximum and

averagedoses to offsite individualsandcollective Plume - external dose from radioactive materials
dose to offsite populations suspendedin the atmosphere

MAXIGASP and POPGASP are SRTC-modified Ground - external dose from radioactive materials
versions of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission depositedon the ground
(NRC) programs XOQDOQ (Sagendoff et al., 1982)
and GASPAR (Eckerman et al., 1980). The Inhalation - internal dose from inhalation of
modifications were made to me,,t the requirements radioactivematerials present in the plume
for input of physical and biological data that are
specific to SRS. The basic calculations in the
XOQDOQ and GASPAR programs have not been Vegetation - internal dose from consumption of
modified. LADTAP XL (Hamby, 1991a) utilizes the contaminated crops
same basic dispersion and dosimetric models as the
NRC version, LADTAP II (Simpson and McGiU, Milk - internal dose from consumption of milk
1980), and can be run on a personal computer in a produced in a contaminated area
user-friendly environment.

Meat - internal dose from consumption of meat
produced in a contaminatedarea.
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DirectRadiation POPGASP

Crop ' The calculations required by XOQDOQ andGASPAR to estimate population dose from
and _ atmospheflcreleases are performed at theSRS usingPlan!; I

- POPGASP. POPGASP calculates annual average
ground.levelair concentrationsand annual doses for
each of 160 regions (16 wind-directionsectors at 10
distances persector) withinan 80-kilometerradiusof
the release location.

Radio- A Directj
active Inadditiontocompass-sector-specificmeteorological

Materials infomlaUon,POPGASPusessector-specificdab on
, population distribution. Comparable data on milk,

meat,and vegetableproductionandconsumptionalso
,Anir are used in the code (Hamby, 1991b). These

databases axe quite extensive and are available for
review in the SRS EnvironmentalReport, published

:ion annually. With respecttothe humanparametersused
in POPGASP,thekey valuesareshown in Table6-I.

Figure 6.1. SimplifiedPathwaysBetween

RadioactiveMaterialsReleasedto the Modeling Doses from Liquid Releases
AtmosphereandMan

The consequencesof liquidreleases from the SRS are
MAXIGASP modeled using LADTAP XL (Liquid Annual Doses

To All Persons).The potential pathwaysof exposure
The calculations required by XOQDOQ and from liquidreleases to the environmentareshown in
GASPAR to estimate maximum and average Figure 6.2. The pathway-specificdoses calculatedby
individual doses are performed at the SRS using the LADTAP XL are grouped into the following five
computer program MAXIGASP. MAXIGASP categories:
calculates annual average ground-level air

concentrations and 50-yr committed doses at a Potable drinking water - internal dose from
numberof points along the site boundaryin each of consumingdrinkingwaterof SavannahRiverorigin
16 compasssectors.

Sport fishandcommercialfish - internal dosefrom
The main output from the programis the maximum consuming fish of SavannahRiver origin
dose equivalent to an individual along the SRS
perimeter. The maximally-exposed individual is
assumed to reside continuously at the location of Saltwater invertebrates - internal dose from
highest exposureand to have living and eating habits consuming shellfish from estuariesof the Savannah
whichmaximize his dose. These assumptionsprovide River
a ceiling on dose estimates from atmospheric
releases, and no such "maximum individual" is Recreation- external dose fromrecreationactivities
believed to exisL in and alongthe SavannahRiver (boating,swimming,

and shorelineactivities)

The parameters used to calculate doses with
MAXIGASParepresentedin Table6-1. Irrigation - internal dose from foods produced by

irigation with Savannah River water (there are no
knownusersof theriver for this purpose).
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v,m p_at_ LADTAP XL estimates individual doses at specific
downstreamlocations. The only removal mechanism
included in the transportmodel as it is used at the
SRS is radioactive decay. No credit is taken for
adsorptionon sueam sediments.

The majorassumptioninherentin the application of
LADTAP XL to SRS releases is that liquid
dischargesundergocomplete mixing in the Savannah
River before reaching potentially exposed
populations. This assumption is supported by
repeated measurements indicating that complete
mixing occurs in the river between SRS and the
Highway 301 sampling station (Cummins et al.,
1990a).

LADTAP XL generates maximum individual and
population doses for all the exposure pathways
identified above. LADTAP XL calculations are
performed with SRS-specific information to the
extentthatit is available.Summarytablesof principal
inputvalues used in LADTAPXL areshown in Table
6-2 and6-3.

Figure 6.2. SimplifiedPathwaysBetween
RadioactiveMaterialsReleasedto
Groundor SurfaceWatersand Man

Verification of Models Using Monitoring Data

Atmospheric Releases Liquid Releases

The radionuclide concentrations predicted by Throughout the period 1954-1989, drinking water
XOQDOQ are compared routinely with measured doses from routine SRS releases have been
values of tritium concentrationsin airto evaluate the dominated by tritium. Measured, rather than
code'sperformance. (Tritium is the only radionuclide estimated, tritium concentrations therefore are used
releasedby SRS thatcan be routinelydetectedoffsite for the downriver locations most important in terms
using conventional measuringtechniques.)Predicted of dosecalculations:
values tend to exceed observed values, but not to a
degree that would indicate an excessively • just belowSRS
conservativeapproach. • at the Beaufort-JasperWaterTreatmentPlant,and

• at the PortWentworthWaterTreatmentPlant.

Other comparisons of predicted and measured In addition to supplying measured tritium
concentrationshave been made (Matter, 1984) and concentrations, such data allows calculation of
exhibited similar results. The availabledata suggests Savannah River dilution factors for these locations.
that calculated concentrations of tritium in air The availability of accurateestimates of riverdilution
generally are conservative estimates of actual offsite characteristics significantly enhances LADTAP's
values, ability to predict downriver concentrations of other

radionuclides, such as plutonium. The results are
conservativebecauseno creditis takenforremovalof
Pu by adsorptionin sediments.
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Impact of SRS Plutonium Releases on the Offsite Population

The computer codes MAXIGASP, POPGASP, and total collective dose received by that population
LADTAP XL have been used to calculate the through1989would be 733 person.tern.
effective dose equivalent theoretically received by
segments of the offsite population from plutonium Risks associated with this collective dose are quite
exposure over the course of site operations. Results small. The ICRP risk estimate for the number of
areshown in Tables6-4 and6-5 for dosesattributable excess fatal cancers potentially induced by a
to atmosphericandliquidreleases, respectively, collective dose of 733 person-remis 0.4. Conversely,

in that same population, at the currentfatal cancer
! _iuency of 16% (EPA, 1989b), there wUIbe on the

Doses from AUnospheric Releases order of 90,000 spontaneous fatal cancers from all
other causes. Therefore, it is impossible that a

As shown in Table 6-4, the largestannual effective relationship between any of the cancer deaths
dose equivalent from atmospheric releases occurring in this population and the releases of
theoretically received by an adult occurredin 1955. plutonium to the atmosphere from SRS can be
The effective dose equivalent fromplutoniumto the demonstrated.
"maximum"adult at the site perimeterin 1955 was
10 mrem. "Maximum" individuals are hypothetical
personswho lived at the SRS boundaryand subsisted Doses from Liquid Releases
on diets of locally produced milk, meat, and
vegetables during the year of release. No such Dose equivalentspotentially received by downstream
individuals are known to exist. Nevertheless, if one consumers of Savannah River water and fish are
examines the case of the maximum adult individual shown in Table 6-5. The dose calculations arebased
living continuously at the site perimeter throughout on the total numberof curies of plutonium released
the period 1954-1989, the cumulative effective dose directly to onsite streams from 36 years of SRS
equivalent from atmospheric releases of plutonium operations. The release levels reflect contributions
has been estimated as 15 mrem (Table 6-4). This fromall knowneffluents. Doses have been calculated
value is believed to present the bounding case and for a "maximum" individual living just below SRS
would make a minorcontributionto the overall dose who subsists on a diet of untreated SavannahRiver
received during that time period from natural waterand fish of SavannahRiver origin. Such doses
radiation, are believed to represent the bounding ease for

plutoniumreleases to surface water. Drinkingwater
A person living in the CentralSavannah RiverArea doses have also been calculated for age-specific
would have received an effective dose of "maximum"individuals at both of the downstream
approximately10,620 mremfromexposure to natural water treatmentplants and for the populationsserved
sources of radioactivityand anadditional2,340 mrem by thewatertreatmentplants.
from medical practices and various consumer
productsduring the 36-year period (Cummins et al., The maximum doses occurred in 1955, a year of
1990b). Therefore, the cumulative dose contribution relatively high plutonium releases coupled with low
to this individual from SRS atmospheric plutonium riverflow-rates. The effective dose equivalent to the
releases can be estimatedas 0.1%. maximumindividualfor thatyearhas been estimated

at 0.022 torero. If the hypothetical "maximum"
Because the contributionof SRS plutoniumreleases exposureconditionsare usedas theboundingcase for
to any one individual's total radiation dose is so the 36-year period of site operation consideredhere,
small, it is necessaryto pool the radiationexposures the cumulative effective dose to such an individual
from a given populationff an assessmentof potential wouldbe on the orderof 0.13 torero.
health risks is desired.The populationdose within an
80-kilometer radius is the figure-of-merit frequently Since this individual'sdose fromnon-SRS sources of
used to makesuch an assessment, radiation for that same time period would have

exceed_ 12,000 torero;it may be concluded thatthe
The populationdoses reportedin Table 6-4 arebased contribution'to downstream individuals' doses by
on 1980 census data(555,100 people within 80 kin) SRS plutoniumreleases is insignificant. An effective
and currentmeteorological anddose factordata. If it dose equivalent of 31 mrem/yr has been termed a
is assumed thatthis populationhas lived in the SRS Negligible Individual Risk Level by the National
vicinity throughoutthe period of site operation, the Council on RadiationProtection and Measurements

(NCRP, 1987).
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With respectto theeffect of liquidplutoniumreleases at work. In past years, however, a locally operated
on the populationsdownstreamof the SRS, drinking soft-drink bottling facility may have presented an
water doses for users of the Beaufort-Jasper, SC additionalpathwayof exposure.
_,50,000 cunsumers), and Port Wentworth, GA
(15,000 effective consumers), water treatmentplants If the cmnulative effective doses received by both of
have also been estimated. Different terminology is these populations axe summed, the collective dose
used to describe the two populations to reflect the equivalentwould be 3.2 person-rem.Using the ICRP
difference in their compositions. The Beaufort-Jasper risk factor, the predicted impact of this collective
plant_rvices residentialareasand thereforeprovides dose is an estimated0.002 excess fatal cancers in a i
full-scale domestic water service. The Port population of 65,000 people -- 10,400 of whom, at
Wentworthfacility serves a commercial complex in the currentfatal cancerrate, areprojectedto succumb
which contact with treatedSavannah River water is to cancerfromall other sources.
limitedto industrialworkerswho consume lap water

Comparison of Plutonium Doses with Applicable Regulations

Atmospheric Releases Liquid Releases

The highest hypothetical effective dose received by The currentstandardfor plutonium in drinkingwater
the maximallyexposed individualdue to atmospheric is 4 mrem/yr(EPA, 1977). As shown in Table 6-5, at
releases of plutonium from SRS was 10 mrem in no time during site operations has the annual dose
1955 (Table 6.4). The currentannual limits on doses from SRS plutoniumreleases to the SavannahRiver
to membersof the public recommendedby the ICRP exceeded0.022 mrem.
and the DOE are 500 and 100 mrem, respectively.
However, the EPA (EPA, 1989b)has establisheda 10 It is important to note that all of the dose limits
mrem/year limit on effective dose equivalent to described above axe meant to be applied to all
members of the public via atmosphericreleases. The releases of radioactivity-- not just plutonium.SRS,
only yearthatthe dose equalled orex_ 10mrem based on plutoniumor total releases, is consistently a
was 1955. minor contributor to radiation dose in the SRS

environment.

Summary of Dosimetric Impacts

The overall radiological impact of SRS plutonium distributed among 555,100 individuals. The total
releases (1954-1989) on the offsite maximum collective dose fromliquidplutoniumreleases for the
individualcan be characterizedby total doses of 15 same period was 11 person-tern distributed among
mrem (aanospheric) and 0.13 mrem (liquid). During 65,000 individuals. These collective doses areminor
this period, however, such an individual received a components of the doses received from other
dose of approximately 12,600 mrem from other environmentalsources.
sources of ionizing radiation present in the
environment. Plutonium releases from SRS have decreased

dramaticallyover the courseof site operations.Based
The impact of SRS plutonium releases on offsite on data published in the annual environmental
populations also has been evaluated. The total reports,routine plutonium releases fromSRS present
collective dose fromatmospheric plutonium releases a negligible risk to the offsite environment and the
(1954-1989) is estimated as 733 person-rem populationitsupports.
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Table 6-1. Site and Age-specific ParanuslersforAtmosphericReleases

mograp ic Data ........... ...........
Population Alle Distribution, Percent

Populatlnn Group S_ ChUdren Teem Adults] lll]lmllEllll,] l l It 1111 11!111111111111111111111111 lilt

50.ndleradius 555,I00 18.6 II.I 70.3

Maximum Individual(MAXIGASP)

Exnmure Pathway IDgBI Child _ Adult
(mS/yr) 1400 , 3700 8000

Ingestion
Cow's milk (L/yO 244 244 297 230
Meat(kg/yr) 0 30 48 81
Leafyvegetables (kg/yr) 0 17 28 43
Fruits,grainsandother 0 2"/6 334 276
leafy vegetables(kg_

Externalexposure transmissionfactorfor 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7
shielding from buildings

General Population (POPGASP)

Exnmure Pathway Infant Child Teen Adult
Inhalation(mS/yr) 1400 3700 8000 8000
Ingestion

Cow's milk 0../yr) 186 186 218 120
Meat(kg/yr) 0 17 27 43
Leafyvegetables(kg/yr) 0 8.5 14 21
Fruits,gndm,andother 0 171 205 163

leafy vegetables (kg/yr)
E,xlemalexposuretransmissionfactorfor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

i shieidinRfrom_buildings

Table 6-2. Site- andAge-specific ParametersforLiquidReleases
i i

Maximum IndlvMual Dose Assessments (LADTAP XL).

Site Parameters
SavannahRiverflow rate,fts/sec 6000ormeasuredaverage
Transittimefrom SRS to SavannahRiver,hr 24
Shore width factor 0.2

Maximum Individual

Human Parameters Infant Child Teen Adult
i lllll

Waterconsumption(L/yr) (a) 260 (330) 260(510) 260(510) 370(730)
Fish consumption (kg/yr) 0 6 14 19
Shellfish consumption(kg/yr) 0 2.7 6.1 8
Shoreline recreation(hr/yr) 0 27 128 23
Swimming(hrlyr) 0 10 50 8.9
Boating (hrlyr) 0 25 117 21

(a) The vsdues in parentheses are IF.PA_ _ for use when calculatin 8 maximum lndtv/duM dm_ to Bemtfort-Jmper and Port Wentworth water
uJill.
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Table 6-3. AdditionalSite- andAge-specific _lers forLiquidReleases
ill I ilill II li I I Iliill ill Hill IIIIII Nil I ill li ill ill lilll I lilll ill III Ill iilllll Illill I]i i I I iilll i II liillillii liil illil Hill

Averqe lndlvldualAPopulatlon Dow Assessments (LADTAP XL).

SlimParam.tmru

SavannahRiverflow rate,ca. IL3/sec 10,000 or measuredaverage
TransittimefromSRS to SavannahRiver,hr 24
Transittime fromSRS to SRS water trcauneatplants,_ 72
Retentiontime in wales"treatmentsystems,his 24
Shorewid,hfactor 0.2
Riverdilution in estuary 3
Aquaticfood harvest,edible ponlons (kg/yr)

Sportfish 35,000
Commercialfish 2,700
Salt waterinv_ 390,000

Demographic Data Ap Distrlbutiont Percent

T_ns
Ponulation Groun
50-mile radius 555,100 18.6 11.1 70.3
Beaufort.Jasperwater users 50,000 21 10 69
PortWentworthwaterusers 15,000 0 0 100

Average Individual

Human Parameters _ Child Teen Adult
WaterConsumption(L/yr) 260 (330) 260(510) 260(510) 370(730)
Fish Consumption(kg/yr) 0 6 14 19
Shellfish Consumption(kg/yr) 0 2.7 6.1 8

Usan (nerson.hr_
ShorelineRecreation(hr/yr) 960,000
Swimming(hr/yr) 160,000
Boating(hr/yr) 1,100,000
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Tabb 6.4. Offtite Doses fromAUnosph_¢ Releasesof :s'_Pu

+ .................... ............ ,Dm(',,>................ ..................(c> I
Relea,e mm person.rein III II IIIII I II I I

Year _ CVyr (a) Mn _ Avl _ .... 80.km Pop
1955 2.66x10° 10.355 8.039 513.77 I
1956 3.10x10"2 0.121 0.094 5.98
1957 4.28x10 "2 0.166 0.129 8.25
1958 2.09x10"2 0.081 0.063 4.03
1959 2.39x104 0.093 0.072 4.60
1960 7.10x10-2 0.276 0.214 13.71
1961 1.20x10"2 0.047 0.036 2.32
1962 1.14x104 0.045 0.035 2.21
1963 3.74x10"3 0.015 0.011 0.72
1964 5.56x10"3 0.022 0.017 1.07
1965 6.83x104 0.266 0.206 13.19
1966 3.07x10-2 0.119 0.093 5.92
1967 1.09x10"2 0.042 0.033 2.10
1968 7.17x10"3 0.028 0.022 1.38
1969 6.19x10-t 2.409 1.870 119.53
1970 3.03x10"2 0.118 0.091 5.84
1971 3.03x10.2 0.118 0.092 5.85
1972 2.04x10-: 0.079 0.062 3.93
1973 2.35x10"2 0.092 0.071 4.54
1974 7.75x10-3 0.030 0.023 1.50
1975 2.52x10"3 0.010 0.008 0.49
1976 1.65xi0 "2 0.064 0.050 3.18
1977 5.15x10"s 0.020 0.0i6 0.99
1978 7.18x10 "3 0.028 0.022 1.39
1979 1.78x10"3 0.007 0.005 0.34
1980 4.02x10 -3 0.016 0.012 0.78
1981 7.38x10 "3 0.029 0.022 1.42
1982 5.71x10-3 0.022 0.017 1.10
1983 3.35x10.3 0.013 0.010 0.65
1984 1.84xi0"s 0.007 0.006 0.35
1985 1.06xi0"s 0.004 0.003 0.20
1986 2.35xi0"s 0.009 0.007 0.45
1987 2.37xI0"3 0.009 0.007 0.46
1988 1.57xi0"s 0.006 0.005 0.30
1989 2.56xi0"3 O.OlO 0.008 0.49

3.80x10o 14.775 IIATI 733.06

(t) Release data include contributions from238pu, 239pu and _ AlphafromCummins.lteu'ick, andMatin, 1991
(b) CI_E = committedeffective doseequivalentmaterial 100_ _1_.
(c) _ =mv_e,meauddoemmmltm.tmumin|loot 2_pu.
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Table 6.S. OffsiteDosesfromStreamReleaa_of Plutonium
II II F]IrlHIII_!!!L_]!HH"!!Hm]| IIII I I I IIII I I IIIII

Rivw B-J PW M,x ladDine,mmm WTP POPDose Total
Flow Derived Derived _c) _n-rem (f) Pop

Rat, @ Flow Flow _low B-J PW B-J PW Dose.
ReleaN 301 rate.(_s) rate SRS w'rP (c) W'TP WTP W'TP Pa'mn.

Yem Ct/Yr_a_ _cf8)In) (aXb) _cf|)(a) (d) (o)...........(e)..............(e) .............(_o).........l_m d(d_
i9_ 4.635x10", 5974 - 7525 0.016 - 0.022 - 0,166 1.083
1956 4.210x10 "s 6309 - 7949 0.014 - 0.019 - 0.143 0.932
9157 4.000xlO"3 8312 - 10473 0.001 - 0.001 - 0.010 0.067
1958 l.lOOxlO': 11038 - 13908 0.002 - 0.003 - 0.021 0.139
1959 1__X)x10.2 9748 - 12283 0.003 - 0.004 - 0.029 O.186
1960 1.680x104 13112 - 16521 0.003 - 0.004 - 0.027 0,179
1961 1.680x10"2 10909 - 13745 0.003 - 0.004 - 0.033 0.215
1962 l.ISOxlO': 10580 - 13331 0.002 - 0.003 - 0.023 0.152
1963 1.600x10"s 11138 - 14034 0.003 - 0.004 - 0.031 0.201
1964 1.500x10"2 20497 - 2,5826 0.002 - 0.002 - 0.016 0.102
1965 l.lOOxlO"2 12785 282.54 16109 0,002 0.001 0.002 0.035 0.018 0.155
1966 1.410xlO"2 11175 18376 14080 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.068 0.027 0.244
1967 1.570x10"2 10573 22066 13322 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.063 0.032 0.271
1968 1.190xlO"2 9624 16615 12126 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.064 0.026 0.236
1969 1.06(010.3 10945 22034 13790 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.043 0.021 0.178
1970 2.060x10"2 8208 27280 10342 0.005 0.003 0.007 0.067 0.054 0.418
1971 4.190x10"s 10686 43977 13464 0.008 0.003 0.011 0.085 0.084 0.632
1972 7.171x10"2 11235 2738.5 14156 0.013 0.009 0.018 0.233 0.137 1.124
1973 4.070x 10"2 14431 23462 16544 0.006 0.006 0.009 O.154 0.066 0.554
1974 1.567x10"2 11!0i 22598 13182 0,003 0,002 0.004 0.062 0.032 0.261
1975 1.860x10.3 15408 30978 18987 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.053 0.026 0,223
1976 8.310x10"3 13914 35172 16660 0.001 0.1301 0.002 0.021 0.013 0.105
1977 8.302x!0 "3 11646 19841 15306 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.037 0.015 0.136
1978 5.751x10"3 10522 24332 11450 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.021 0.014 0.099
1979 8.82!x10 "3 13252 34937 17469 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.022 0.014 0.115
1980 5.774x10"3 13202 30464 17219 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.017 0.009 0.078
1981 7.635x10"3 6599 11698 8579 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.058 0.024 0.219
1982 9.243x10 "3 7169 19594 10135 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.042 0,025 0.219
1983 6.743x10 "3 12348 12760 14723 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.047 0.012 0.124
1984 3.116xlO"2 12759 26368 17196 0.005 0.004 0.006 0.105 0.049 0.443
1985 7.004x10 "3 7167 9290 8959 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.067 0.021 0.204
1986 8.469x10 "3 6175 8305 7526 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.091 0,030 0.283
1987 1.825x10"2 8955 13219 12619 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.123 0.039 0.403
1988 5.536x10 "3 5364 7463 7152 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.066 0.021 0.209
1989 1.418xl 0-3 7832 8462 8650 0.004 0.006 0.006 O.149 0.044 0.407
T_ 6.10X10-I 10297 21797 1329C 0.13 0.07 0.18 1.79 1,35 10.$9

Releme 238.239(a) data for I_ AGme8AlphafromCunmdm,lle_cL nd Mmtin199i. Flaw mtm tuned oe USGS dataat ltiflhway 301 forthe nmtmmn
individual below theSite, All othm'do_ calculatedfrom flow mtm dreivndfrom_Uum data.

(b) TheBmufon.Jmperwatertreatmentplantbesmoperationin 1965.
(c) Individual dram are CED_ (mnurdttedeffective dine equivtlenta)8mmndn8lOOqi,239pu.
(d) Total dine includesmntrtbuttonfrom fish andtnvectebf_ muumptton_ ahondiuehabitation,rec:reelJouadtree,ud wstef mlumpUon.
(e) WTP dramcalculatedfromwatercomumptiononly,
(f) PopulationdramareCEDEa(committedeffective dese equtvmm) muundn8100%239pu
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,, Appendix A. Physical Properties of Plutonium

Appendix A.

Physical Properties of Plutonium

All isotopes of plutonium are radioactive. Eleven radioactive isotopes of plutonium may
be present at SRS due to site operations. Each isotope's ha!f life is tabulated in Table A.1.
Half lives rangefrom seconds to millions of years. The isotopes can be present at SRS as
activation productsJi'om either singular or multiple neutron capture.

Some of the isotopes may exist both in their lowest energy level and in an excited energy
level. In the latter case, the isotope designation includes the letter "m" to indicate a
metastable level. For example, _TmPu indicates that 237Puexists in an excited energy
level.

23apuand 239Puare the isotopes with the greatest impact on the SRS environment.
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Appendix A. Physical Properties of Plutonium

Table A-I. Characteristicsof RadioactivePlutoniumIsotopesThatMay Be Presentat SRS Due To Site
Op_uions.

PlutoniumIsotone Half-_e

23_pu 2.85 years
2_Tpu 45 days

237mpu 0.2 seconds
238pu 86 years
2_9pu 2.4x104 years
2_°Pu 6.6x10 3years
241Pu 13.2 years
242pU 3.8x105 years
243pu 5.0 years
244Pu 7.6x107 years
245pU 10.1 hours
246pu 10.9 days
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Ap[,andix B. Environmental Monitorin_l

Air

Concentrations of plutonium (23Spu and 239pU)ill lhe inch diameter, high-efficiency glass fiber filter at
air are measured at five monitoring stations on the approximately 70 L/rain (2.5 cubic ftJmin), and the
site, 14 monitoring stations around the site perimeter, total sampling time is recorded to calculate the
and 12 stations at distances of approximately 25 activity per unit volume of air. The filters, located
miles from the center of the site (called 25-mile upstream of the charcoal cartridges, are changed
radius stations). The stations at the site perimeter and weekly. Figure B.2 is a diagram of an air sampling mstation.
the 25-mile-radius stations are strategically located to
permit continuous sampling within each 30-degree

i ill

sector around the Savannah River Site (SRS). The ._ _lica_Sb -" Wawfmm
placement of each monitoring station increases the GtlTttm M PainP_
probability of detecting any routine or non-routine [ I_im
release of airborne radioactivity from the SRS + /!
regardless of wind direction. Figure B 1 shows the [I• "n_)AAcgva_d
locations of the monitoring stations. _a_

e South Carolina .

 ,ken. t i=iAug_ •

Will6ton W_Tmr [l_)enmark

t • Barn_ll ......Air 1.._I

Waynesboro _ •
Georgia j, Allendale Figure B.2. Air SamplingStationand

• _0 %- ComponentDiagram
Klornemrs

e Omite Monitor Stations Air filters collected at monitoring staUons are spiked
• Sie Perimeter Monit3r Stations with 242pu, ashed, then leached with acid during
• 2 5-Mile(40-kin) Radius Monitor Station Mg_0s2.os preparation for 23Spuand 239Puanalysis. The leached

solution is evaporated to dryness, dissolved in an acid
solution and passed through an anion exchange resin,

Figure B.I. Location of Air Monitoring Stations which extracts and holds the plutonium. The
extracted plutonium then is chemically stripped from
the resin column, evaporated to dryness and

Four additional air monitoring stations, located at redissolved in a sulfate solution. The sulfate medium

Savannah, GA, Macon, GA, Columbia, SC and containing the plutonium is electrodeposited on a
Greenville, SC (100-mile-radius stations), are so stainless steel disk and counted on a silicon surface

distant from the SRS that the effect of site operations barrier detector. The 242pu spike recovery is used to
at these locations is negligible. These stations serve verify the efficiency of the chemical separation and to
as reference points for determining background quantify the amount of 23spu and 239pu present in the
radioactivity levels from natural sources and sample.worldwide fallout. Samplers operate continuously at
all 35 monitoring stations. Samples for plutonium
analysis are collected by drawing air through a two-

9Jxo41o.Jo.,o B-3
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Rainwater

Rainwater is collected at eight monitoring stations by Total radioactive plutonium (23Spu and 239pu)
a 2 ft x 2 ft collection pan. The collected waterpasses concentrationsate determinedfrom the eluat_of the
through an ion exchange resin column and into a ion exchange column obtained after analysis for the
collection bottle.The ion columns arecollected every gamma-emitting radionuclides. The analytical
fourth week except the 100-mile stations which are procedures for these analyses are the same as those
collected quarterly.Rainwaterin the samplebottles is describedfor airfilter samples.
analyzed for plutonium on a quarterly basis at all
eight locations.

i i i i

Surface Water

Surface water plutonium concentrations are
determinedby laboratoryanalysisof samples.Three Effluent Ouffalls
typesof liquid samplesarc routinelycollectedfor
plutoniumanalysis: Samplesarccollectedwhereeffluentsdischargeinto

surface water and are analyzed using the same
1. Effluent Ouffalls procedurethatis used forrainwater.
2. Site StreamsandSeepage Basins I
3. SavannahRiver

Site Streams and Seepage Basins

The major streamson site that areroutinelysampled: radionuclidesareextracted from 1 liter samples with
triisooaylamine CTIOA)in xylene. Both uraniumand

• UpperThree Runs plutonium are stripped from the TIOA with
* LowerThree Runs hydrochloric acid (HCL). The acid solution then is
• FonrmileBranch evaporated to dryness to remove the HCL. The
• Steel Creek residue is dissolved in nitric acid, transferredto a
• Pen Branch stainless steel planchet, and counted on a gas-flow
• BeaverDam Creek proportionalcounter.

A 2-1iter grab sample is collected quarterly from

Generally, routine stream samples are collected seepage basins in A, C, L, and P areas and monthly
weekly with a paddlewheel sampleror a Brailsford from the TNX Seepage Basin and the Solid Waste
pump. Samples are analyzed for total alpha Disposal Facility Settling Basin. These samples also
radioactivity attributed to plutonium and uranium, areanalyzedfor total alpha-emittingradionucSdesby
withoutspecific isotopic analysis. The alpha-emitting the same procedureused to analyze streamsamples.

Savannah River

The Savannah River, which receives the outflow polyethylene jugs. The SavannahRiver is sampled at
from all streamslocated on SRS, is the most critical the following seven locations:
samplelocationfordeterminingpopulation dose from
SRS operations. Because of the importance of this 1. River 2 Control
parameter, the river is sampled constantly by 2. River 3A above PlantVogtle
paddlewheel samplers equipped with 26-liter 3. River 3B below Plant Vogtle

B-4 ,,X,,lOJO
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4. River8A below Steel Creek Total plutonium(23apuand 239pu)concentrationsare
5. River 8B determinedfrom a portion of the eluate takenfrom
6. RivergC belowLittle HellLanding the ion exchange column used for the gamma.
7. River 10AHighway 301 Bridge emitting radionuclides. The analytical procedure is

the sameas theone used forair filters.
These samples are collected weekly, and an
additional grab sami;_eis picked up at the River 2
location.

I I I IIII I II IIIIII I

Groundwater

The Environmental Monitoring Section (EMS) four consecutive quarters. Special studies are
conductsaroutine groundwatermonitoringprogram, periodically conducted by the Savannah River
Radioactiveandnonradioactivemonitoringprograms Technology Center(SRTC).
are carried out for approximately 1,200 wells. The
radioactivemonitoring program,which began in the Analytical results are reported in quarterly
early 1950s, hasprimarilymonitoredforgross alpha, groundwater reports and in the annual SRS
nonvolatile beta and tritium activities. The Environmental Report. A documented database is
nonradioactivemonitoring programbegan in 1982, maintained for all groundwater data collected by
and gross alpha, nonvolatile beta, total radium, and EMS. The databasecan be queriedto producegraphs
tritium activities also are monitoredat wells in this and tables for reports or research projects. Specific
program.All wells areanalyzedbiannuallyforgross plutonium isotopic analysis normally is not
alpha,nonvolatilebeta, tritium,and totalradium,and performedon groundwatersamples.
all new wells are analyzed for these parametersfor

I I i III I rl ii I

Drinking Water

Drinking water samples are collected at onsite water treatment plants, where raw and finished
sampling locations and in communities surrounding drinking water samples are collected daily,
the SRS. Samples are collected from faucets and composited, and analyzed monthly. These samples
drinkingfountains.Some onsite samplesarecollected are analyzed for total alpha-emitting radionuclides
monthly, while others arecollected quarterly.Offsite using the same procedureto analyzestreamsamples.
samples are collected semiannually except from

i

, Other Environmental Matrixes

are designed to obtainsamples from the top 8 cm of
Soil and Sediments sediment in areas where fine sediment accumulates.

The samples arenot intended to be representativeof
Soil samples are collected annually from four the entlre streambed.
locationsaroundF Area,four aroundH Area, fourin
S Area, and four aroundZ Area. Four samples also Soil and sedimentsamplesareanalyzed for238pu and
arecollected at the site perimeterand at the 100-mile- 239pufollowing theproceduredescribedforairfdters.
radius locations. Ten soil plugs, each 8 cm deep, are This procedure,however, does not providecomplete
taken 30 cm apartin a straightline at each sampling separationof interfering radium daughter products
location, found naturallyin the soil and sedimenLTherefore,

the concentrations reported for soils and sediments
EMS collects sediment samples annually from SRS reflect the presence of plutonium and radium in the
streamsand the SavannahRiver sampling locations, samples.
Sedimentcollection techniquesforstreams and rivers
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ell Aiken Sou_ Carolina N
Dairy Product and FoodStuffs .,2

Augu /
e4

Dairy products are not analyzed specifically for e_oI _ Willistonplutonium, except for special studies. Figure B.3

shows themilk samplelocations "_ l " Denmark
Aiken SouthCarolina iN ,o Savannah'_ / e6 Barnwel__3

us_'3 T River _ ,__
Wayneshoro ¢ .,.

M Aug ]mE _Williston E .0
Denmark _' Allendale

Ceorgia ,.\
Bamwell 0 1,..,.0

Kilometers

Waynesboro _

Girad,_'_ i" F°°dSampleC°cati°ns]

Ceorgia _o _" Figure B.4. Food SampleLocations
Kilometers

Vegetation

]_Mig¢ SampleLocationsI Vegetationsamplesarecollected quarterlyonsite, at
the site perimeter,and at 25 km, and 100 km mile-
radiuslocations.The locations are identical to th_e

Figure B.3. Milk Sample Locations used for air monitoring. Additional samples _e
collated quarterlyoutside the Radioactive Waste

Local foodstuffs, including fruits,grains,corn, eggs, Burial Grounds and annually inside the Burial
chicken, beef, and pork, are obtained from farms Gmtmd.Bermudagrass is sampledwhenavailable.If
locatedwithin a 25-mile radiusof SRS. Collardsare not available, other plant species age sampled.
collected as control samples fromColumbia,SC. All Sampling locations are shown in Figures B.1, B.5,
food samples are collected annually except eggs, and B.6. Before beginning the analysis, the samples
which arecollected quarterly.Analysts prepm_food areoven-driedforapwoximately 24 hoursat 80 to 90
samples for analysis by separatinganddiscardingthe degrees C. Samples areanalyzed for total alpha and
inedible portions, except for grains, which contain nonvolatile beta-emitting radionuclides, without
both grain and husk. The samples are chopped or specific isotopicanalysis forplutonium.
blended,then driedor ashed. The residue is dissolved
in a hydrechloric acid solution. Concentrations of
238pU and 239pu are determiilP.,d by the same procedure
described for airfilter samples. Figure B.4 shows the
food samplelocations.
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N TnmmmdLake

River Mile 140
"" _ RiverMile 120

/ 28_ RiverMouth
/39 3( A g_,, par _

/ 3e POndB
3,(,_3A ,e ,92_

Me,,, JacksLake3s _ CannuckLake

x 20A
_42 _24 Steel, _... UpperThreeRuns

3z /____ 36--.-___s 20 FourmileBranch
s43.:2¢ LowerThree Runsat Patterson'sMill Rd.

I Ll-o-_'i ,- 6 14A 17 16 ] Bcavet Dam

L..__L_--- _------- --- -- Fig.reB.7showsthefishsamplelocatio.s.
Fish samples are analyzed for total alpha- and
nonvolatile beta-emitting radionuclides, without

Figure B.$. VegetationSamplingLocations Inside specific isotopicanalysis forplutonium.
theSolid WasteDisposal Facility

To determine gross alpha and nonvolatile beta- _.
emittingradionuclides, a portion of driedand ashed _..T_--.,
vegetation is dissolved in nitric acid, transferredto a
stainless steel plancbet, and dried. It thenis counted s,,, c,,o_
in a gas-flow PmlX_onal counter, k,

R4

t t4Byam I_1o
-N.

tN
ERoad

GEORGIA em_o..

o , _ , _.ooo _ ]
Mm_ Rm

Nmr! ,_

Figure B.6. Vegetation Sampling LocationsOutside Figure B.7. Fish Sample and WaterTreatmentPlant
the Solid Waste Disposal Facility Locations along the SavannahRivet

Wildlife Deer
Deer and hogsarecollectedthroughoutthe site by
huntersduringdeerhuntsconductedduringthe fall of

Fish eachyear. Animals ate not analyzed specifically for
Fish are collected from the following locations plutonium,except forspecialstudies.
monthly, except at Thurmond Lake and Cannuck
Lake.which aresampledannually:.

!
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Ducks

Ducks which are collected by the Savannah River
Ecology Laboratoryat Par Pond, Pond B, and Steel
CreeiGare not analyzed specifically for plutonium,
except for specialstudies.
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